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Third in the trilogy of the ancient Greek dynasty. “In Grainger’s account, the fall of the Seleukid is
as enlightening as the rise.”—Minerva Magazine The concluding part of John D Grainger’s
history of the Seleukids traces the tumultuous last century of their empire. In this period, it was
riven by dynastic disputes, secessions and rebellions, the religiously inspired insurrection of the
Jewish Maccabees, civil war and external invasion from Egypt in the West and the Parthians in
the East. By the 80s BC, the empire was disintegrating, internally fractured and squeezed by the
converging expansionist powers of Rome and Parthia. This is a fittingly, dramatic and colorful
conclusion to John Grainger’s masterful account of this once-mighty empire. “To get the best
from The Fall of the Seleukid it would be worthwhile making sure you’ve absorbed the first two
volumes. Nonetheless you can enjoy and learn from this book alone. Like the fall of any other
empire or the folly of human behavior—the story is compelling.”—UNRV “Grainger does a good
job of producing a convincing narrative using the limited sources.”—HistoryOfWar
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Seleukid Dynasty.IntroductionThe Seleukid kingdom was a permanent and powerful fixture on
the international landscape of the Hellenistic world for a century and a half before it suffered
serious political damage. Even the removal of Asia Minor in 190 and Baktria in the 250s from its
control had not caused much real reduction in its power, for Asia Minor had been held only
temporarily and the Baktrian area was far distant from the centre of events and had always been
semi-independent. But from 150 BC onwards, as can be seen retrospectively, the kingdom was
clearly in decline, though it took another generation for this to become wholly clear to
contemporaries.This decline was an event which had been devoutly wished-for by the kingdom’s
numerous enemies, and it is not obvious which of the many enemies or other issues may be
assigned to the primary cause. The kingdom was, of course, hardly unique in being surrounded
by enemies, and it certainly took those enemies a long time to destroy it. So some responsibility
may be claimed by those neighbours: the Ptolemaic kingdom in Egypt, with which the Seleukid



kings fought a long series of wars for two centuries; the Parthian kingdom, which nibbled away at
its territories in Iran and the east; the Roman Republic, which in fact only turned up at the last
minute to snatch a choice morsel; even the Armenian kingdom in the north, and the Arabs in the
desert – all of these had some part to play in bringing the kingdom to an end. But none of them
can be said to have struck the fatal blow, unless it be Armenia and the Roman Republic, who
successively seized its last territories, though only after it had been reduced to a minimal size.A
more convincing case for the kingdom’s failure has been seen in its internal affairs, in particular
in the civil wars which were generated by competition within the royal family, and in the rebellions
and insurrections by communities aiming at some sort of independence from royal control. The
problem with such explanations is that these disputes and these communities had existed from
the beginning of the state, so an explanation has to be found to why these particular elements
became toxic in the period after 150 BC.Of course, no one would suppose that locating a single
cause for the disappearance of a long-lived state could provide a satisfactory explanation for its
demise. We are all accustomed to multiple causes of such disasters (and for many of the
inhabitants of the kingdom its replacement by Roman and Parthian rule was a distinct change for
the worse, certainly in the two or three generations after the conquests). It has been, however,
normal to select a major cause, and so to relegate the rest to minor or contributory status. Rome
has always been a favourite cause of the kingdom’s destruction, and so have the civil wars. The
Jews have been cast as villains or heroes, depending on one’s point of view. What has not been
done is to consider the matter whole, and from both the Seleukid point of view and that of its
enemies.The existing discussions of the reasons for the fall of the Seleukid kingdom are few,
and, by now, old. The two main accounts of the history of the kingdom, by Bevan1 and by
Bouche-Leclercq2 both date from before the Great War, and a good deal of work has been done
on the kingdom since then – and even they scarcely provide an intelligible account of the end.
Bevan, for instance, consigned the last two generations to a single chapter entitled ‘The Last
Convulsions’, thereby simultaneously implying a terminal illness and avoiding a serious
investigation. Since then the major work has been numismatic, by Bellinger in an obscure
journal,3 which has now been largely superseded by a comprehensive, if often indecisive, coin
catalogue by Arthur Houghton and his team.4 Yet this is hardly an adequate account of what
must be seen as a major geopolitical development in world history, one which is comparable to
the collapse of the Parthian power in the third century AD, and even of the fall of Rome in the
fifth, or of the Arab conquests in the seventh century.Other considerations of Seleukid history, a
subject which has revived somewhat in recent years, have concentrated more on particular
aspects of it, or on particular regions. So my own contribution has been on the cities of Syria,
while three recent books have looked at ‘Syrian identity’, the governing elites of the kingdom,
and ‘space, territory and ideology’5 or have dissected the kingdom, either as separate chapters,
or as separate articles, without providing a full overall examination of its history.6The several
causes which have been suggested for its fall all have a degree of plausibility about them,
though no single one can be assigned the dominant role. So the first thing to be done will be to



consider the situation of the kingdom in the period preceding the beginning of the final Seleukid
collapse, which I take to begin about 150 BC, and to have become irreversible from 129 BC. This
period therefore (150–129) is the crucial one. Such a consideration may indicate just what
influence each had in the generation or so preceding that collapse.There is, however, even
before detailing these elements, a preliminary comment to be made, to set the Seleukid
kingdom’s fall in to some sort of context. The extinction of states in the Hellenistic world was by
no means an unusual phenomenon. In many cases it was due to annexation by the Roman
Republic, so that Roman power gradually spread south and east at the expense of such well
established states as Carthage, Syracuse, Macedon, the Attalid kingdom, Bithynia, and others.
The Ptolemaic kingdom had also done its part in this, by annexing the Cyrenaican and Cypriot
kingdoms. So these states were by no means as well established as their age might suggest. By
contrast the Seleukid state was fissiparous, shedding sections which became new states rather
than absorbing them, and even in victory it tended to impose supremacy, not direct annexation.
This is one aspect which also needs to be considered. That is, the Seleukid kingdom was
different.Annexation is one method of removing states, but disruption from within was much less
usual. Epeiros disintegrated in 231, when, by abolishing the monarchy, its constituent
communities reverted to the separated political condition they had enjoyed before the monarchic
unification. Macedon, by contrast, was deliberately broken up by the Roman Republic in 167, but
reunited itself twenty years later when a plausible royal pretender popped up. The Romans gave
in, removed the pretender, and then annexed the kingdom as a now reunited whole and made it
a province. If one is keeping score, therefore, extinction by annexation is twice as likely as
internal collapse.The procedure here, therefore, will be to consider the apparent disruptive and
inimical forces acting on the Seleukid kingdom in the first half of the second century BC (which
is also the second half of the kingdom’s existence), then to look at the kingdom’s period of
disruption in the third quarter of the second century, and finally to look at the kingdom’s final half
century or so, to see which of these forces, if any, still had influence. For one aspect which is
generally ignored is the fact that even after the disasters of the period 150–129, the kingdom
lasted for two more generations (129–75) as a local state, and that this was centred on North
Syria, a wealthy land which later became one of the most important regions of the Roman
Empire. It was rich and populous enough to have continued to exist as an independent state;
why did it not?Chapter 1The Beginning of the End (187–170 BC)The kingdom which King
Seleukos IV inherited on the death of his father in Iran in mid-187 was large, wealthy, and
powerful. It was, however, faced with major problems. The death of Antiochos III cannot have
been altogether a surprise, though no doubt it was unexpected, and after a long reign, a shock:
he had been king for thirty-five years, longer than any other king of his dynasty; he was relatively
old at fifty-six for his time, while he repeatedly exposed himself to danger in war. His death
occurred in the process of attempting to seize a treasure from a temple in Elymais, an action to
which the local people quite reasonably objected.He died in the middle of an expedition into the
eastern parts of his kingdom, where a delicate diplomatic arrangement he had made twenty



years before had recently broken down. The kingdoms of the Parthians and the Baktrians had
recently acquired new kings, and so they were no longer tied by diplomatic treaties to Antiochos.
His purpose in marching to the east was, it may be conjectured, to restore the situation by
making a new arrangement with the new kings. The treaties of peace which he wanted to renew
with the new kings had lasted only until the death of one of the parties, and the deaths of
Euthydemos I of Baktria about 200 BC, and of Arsakes II of the Parthians about 190 BC were the
triggers for the new expedition.The death of Antiochos himself had also ended the peace
treaties with several western powers. The peace of Raphia with Ptolemaic Egypt, agreed in 195
and ratified by the marriage of Antiochos’ daughter Kleopatra to Ptolemy V would probably hold,
since Ptolemy was fully occupied in combatting a major rebellion within Egypt. (The marriage did
not constitute a political alliance: no such arrangement in the Hellenistic international system
maintained peace.) There was also a peace treaty with the Attalid kingdom in Asia Minor, which
was now also ended, though King Eumenes II was, like Ptolemy, hardly going to use the freedom
from the treaty to attack the Seleukid kingdom, since he was fully occupied in ensuring his
control over the territories he had recently been awarded, at Antiochos’ expense, within Asia
Minor. His neighbours in Bithynia to his north and Kappadokia to the east were unhappy at
Eumenes’ sudden growth in power; Eumenes was in fact at war more or less continuously
between 187 and 179.But the main peace treaty which came to an end with Antiochos’ death
was that with the Roman Republic. This was a power which had, during Antiochos’ lifetime,
expanded from controlling peninsular Italy to holding all the western Mediterranean lands and
dominating Greece and Macedonia. It had defeated in succession three rival great powers,
Carthage, Macedon, and Antiochos III himself. By 187 the Romans were the superpower of the
Mediterranean political system, more powerful than any single state within range, and probably
more powerful than any combination of its rivals. The republic’s failure to expand its direct control
east of the Adriatic Sea was no doubt puzzling to contemporaries, but also relieving, and was
probably due to the frontier problems in Spain and Italy. The military reach of the Roman army
was in fact limited: the expedition against Antiochos had required some delicate diplomacy in
Greece to allow its forces to move further east, which might not be possible again – and the
Seleukid kingdom was now even more remote than before. These rivals were all able to relax
their vigilance as a result of Roman forbearance, at least for the time being, but the spectre of
Rome certainly hovered over all of them.This was, from the new king’s point of view, an
encouraging vista, but the present inability of his neighbours to launch an attack on his kingdom
would not necessarily last very long. Above all, once Ptolemy V put down the Egyptian rebellion
he would be free to attempt to recover Palestine and Phoenicia – Koile Syria – from Seleukid
control – and by 187 the rebellion was almost finished. Seleukos had to be vigilant.Seleukos IV
had been made joint king along with Antiochos III several years earlier (on the death of his elder
brother), and was a well experienced commander and ruler.1 However, as the preceding
paragraphs will have suggested, he faced a difficult situation on his accession to sole rule. The
complex web of peace agreements his father had constructed had fallen apart as soon as the



news of his death spread. This had one advantage, in that the restrictive and expensive clauses
of the Roman treaty – payment of 12,000 talents of silver over ten years, abandonment of a navy
and of the war elephants – were no longer applicable and so not a drain on resources. On the
other hand, suddenly every neighbour – Egypt, the Attalids, Rome, Parthia, Baktria – was at
least potentially hostile.The major change was in the west. It was quite possible that Rome
would act to enforce the terms of the treaty with Antiochos III. The Senate had twice in the last
half-century declared war on Carthage, or rejected a negotiated treaty, in order to obtain better
terms, and demanding that Seleukos negotiate a new agreement would be much the same. As it
turned out, on this occasion the Senate apparently did nothing. It is possible that Seleukos paid
some of the instalments – Antiochos will have paid one or two by the time he died, plus the initial
2,500 talents indemnity in 189, but by the end of Seleukos’ reign, by which time all should have
been paid according to the treaty, he was well in arrears. (If Antiochos had paid two instalments,
each would have been 1,200 talents; with the indemnity, Rome would already have received
almost 5,000 talents – perhaps this was enough to be going on with.) One hold the Romans had
on Seleukos was that his brother Antiochos was held in Rome as a guarantee of payment,
though it is unlikely that this consideration weighed very heavily with Seleukos – and such a
hostage was hardly useable in any real sense.Elsewhere in the west the Egyptian rebellion was
brought to an end in 186–185 with the defeat of the dissident pharaonic state in the south, and
the capture of the pharaoh, and with the final suppression of the concurrent rebellion in the
Delta, followed by a decree of amnesty.2 But the rebellion had caused much damage to the
country, and King Ptolemy V was a cautious man. He was urged by some of his courtiers to
initiate a revenge Syrian war to recover the Palestinian and Phoenician lands lost to Antiochos in
the last Syrian war, but he resisted such pressure. Nevertheless Seleukos was clearly under
threat from both Rome and Egypt, neither of whom would bother to reassure him, and as a result
he was unable to move far from Syria, which is where any attack would arrive.The situation in the
east was as unstable as in the west, but rather less directly threatening. The new King Demetrios
I of Baktria had turned his attention to India, by which we may understand that land’s north-
western borderlands and the upper Indus Valley. A king called Sophagasenos had ruled in the
Paropamisadai in Antiochos III’s time and had been one of those with whom Antiochos had a
treaty. It seems likely that either he was dead by the 190s or that Demetrios had used the
freedom of manoeuvre which his father had lacked (because of the treaty) to seize
Sophagasnos’ kingdom. From there he was able to move into India.This move into India meant
that the aggressive Demetrios may have been seen as only a minor threat by Seleukos IV. We do
not know what contacts there were between the two men, but it is possible that they came to
some agreement, though even so Demetrios himself died in about 185. If they had made contact
this would restrict the possible activities of the new Parthian king, Phriapatios, who succeeded
his father at about the time of Demetrios’ death. Parthia was boxed in on the west by the
Seleukid kingdom and on the east by the Baktrians, and both of these were more powerful
states than the one he ruled. Phriapatios remained quiet, so far as we can see, for his whole



reign. On the other hand he did adopt the title of King, the first of his dynasty to do so, according
to his coins.3 This may have implied that he had achieved some notable military victory, for this
was the usual necessary preliminary to such a claim, though who he fought is not known.There
was real trouble in Susiana, or perhaps in Elymais, which was where Antiochos had been killed.
A fragmentary record dated to 183 notes that the Governor of Susa was involved in some way
with enemies.4 There is no more information in the note than this bare fact but it was surely part
of the aftermath of Antiochos’ attempted raid on the temple in Elymais. Trouble of some sort was
very likely to reverberate locally for a long time, especially since the king had been defeated and
killed. Local pride was considerably boosted by such a victory.Internationally, therefore,
Seleukos seemed to be trapped, but not under immediate threat. He was unable to move to the
east, as his father had begun to do, because of the latent threat in the west, though it may well
be that he made contact with the Baktrian king – though Demetrios’ early death will have meant
that any treaty made with him would have to be renegotiated with his successor. Demetrios’
move against India had been relieving to the Seleukid king, even if it was unpleasant for the
Indians. In the west Seleukos was faced with hostility from the Romans and Egypt which
immobilized him. Only, as it turned out, in Asia Minor did he have some room for manoeuvre.The
threat to be apprehended was military, though it would probably be preceded by hostile
diplomacy. The hostility of Ptolemy V could be taken as read, but a straight military contest with
Egypt was unlikely to result in defeat – unless Egypt was assisted by another, and equally
hostile, power. In this the continuing association of the Attalid kingdom with Rome was the main
Seleukid problem, since simultaneous attacks from south and north would be militarily
disastrous. The Seleukid military power was not great enough to withstand such an assault,
when combined with the need to stand on guard in the east, and to garrison the many provinces.
That is, the Seleukid kingdom was militarily overstretched (as it always had been). The solution
was to remain quiet, provoking no one, or to be assertive and see off one enemy at a time.
Seleukos chose the first option, having seen his aggressive father suffer ultimate defeat.This
does not mean, however, that Seleukos did nothing. It was incumbent on him from the moment
he succeeded as sole king, to be active diplomatically wherever possible in order to secure his
kingdom by deflecting any political enemies. As early as 187, and so in the second part of the
year (for Antiochos III died in June) he sent an embassy to meet the Achaian assembly with an
offer of ten warships and a request for either an alliance or at least a statement of friendship.
Polybios says it was to be ‘a renewal of alliance’, but there is no evidence of any earlier alliance
so it was perhaps a renewal of the peace, for Antiochos and the Achaian League had been on
opposing sides in Antiochos’ war with Rome, and therefore they will have made peace at the
time of Antiochos’ treaty with Rome in 188.The Achaians, wary of gifts from kings who were at
enmity with Rome, accepted the renewal of the treaty, but refused the ships.5 Seleukos may
thus be said to have achieved a useful diplomatic success. Achaia was the most powerful single
state in Greece, now that Aitolia had been crushed by Rome, and that Philip V of Macedon had
been confined to his kingdom. On the other hand, Achaia’s actual power was minimal; the treaty



was thus of little use in the power game, though useful in the less helpful area of public opinion.
It also lined both states up against Eumenes of Pergamon, who had made the offer of a gift of
the island of Aegina, and had also been rejected.Seleukos’ envoys also visited Athens in 186,
possibly the same men who had been to Achaia, possibly a separate embassy; but Athens was
another useful place for influencing public opinion within Greece.6 The two embassies add up to
a careful, perhaps insidious, diplomatic assault on the solidarity of the Roman position in
Greece; Seleukos could also point out that he was no longer bound by the limitations of his
father’s treaty with Rome.A neglected aspect of this diplomatic campaign is the ten warships,
and a consideration of what the offer meant will provide a way to discuss the actual
enforcement, or otherwise, of the terms of the Treaty of Apamaea. In that treaty Antiochos III had
been permitted to possess no more than ten triremes, and was to be prevented from sailing any
of them west of Cape Sarpedon in Kilikia. It is evident that Antiochos had made no attempt to
reduce his navy to the treaty level, and Seleukos quite openly offered some of the ships he had
inherited to Achaia. He will scarcely have offered to give away his last ten ships, so it is all but
certain that he had many more than that – and that they had been inherited from his father. That
is, Antiochos III had made little or no effort to comply with the naval articles of the treaty, and it is
therefore likely that other elements of the treaty had been similarly ignored – the prohibition on
keeping war elephants, for example. Others of the provisions of the treaty were also never
implemented – including the requirement to surrender five named individuals, at least two of
whom were politically active in later years. It may also be pointed out that Rome made no
attempt to oversee the implementation of the treaty. It is likely that the good sources of this
period of Seleukos’ rule – Livy and much of Polybios – would have included any references to
any embassies sent to check in Syria on the numbers of warships and elephants there, but there
is nothing. Either Rome did not care, or it was understood that when Antiochos III died the treaty
lapsed.Eumenes of Pergamon was involved in a succession of wars in Asia Minor from 186
onwards, first fighting off an attack by King Prusias of Bithynia, then against King Pharnakes of
Pontos. Neither of these kings really measured up to the Attalid kingdom in terms of military
power, and it is likely that they were at least encouraged and possibly directly helped by allies.
Prusias was the brother-in-law of Philip V of Macedon, who was a long-time enemy of the Attalid
kings; Pharnakes was Seleukos’ uncle (the brother of his mother) and this may have contributed
to Seleukos’ near-intervention on the Pontic side in the war.The war was fought between 183
and c.179, and until the end it was going Pharnakes’ way. Eumenes three times asked for
Roman help but only received ineffective visits by delegations of senators, all of which
Pharnakes either ignored or rebuffed.7 It was therefore only after Eumenes realized that he
would have to fight his own battles that he organized an army and took the offensive, in the end
successfully defeating Pharnakes, whose pretensions subsided as a result.8 At some point in all
this Seleukos gathered an army and marched it towards the Taurus passes, though he went no
further than the approach march.This episode is recorded only in undated items on Diodoros
and Polybios.9 One of these refers to an offer to Seleukos by Pharnakes of 500 talents. Diodoros



claims that Seleukos called off the expedition because he recalled the terms of his father’s
Roman treaty. These have then been linked to suggest that Seleukos was bribed by Pharnakes
to intervene, but then ‘lost his nerve’. The problem here is that Seleukos is regarded with general
contempt by modern historians, who believe that he should have been much more active. A
Seleukid king who was not on some campaign is derided as ‘lazy’ or ‘weak’.10 Yet when he
actually takes some action he is accused of ‘losing his nerve’. It is better to investigate in more
detail.A less derogatory interpretation would accept that the 500 talents subsidy was intended to
pay Seleukos’ expenses; if he took the bait and intervened actively in the war it is likely that
Pharnakes would have won; the Attalid forces were not likely to withstand Seleukos’ army for
long. But such an intervention by the Seleukid king would put Pharnakes under a serious
obligation to his nephew, so he would not be likely to ask for such help until he was in a clear
danger of defeat, and that was not until the last months of the war, either towards the end of 180
or early in 179.It was in 179, in all probability, that Eumenes finally won his war, and imposed a
peace treaty. The end was sudden, for Pharnakes had been fighting only weak opponents until
then, and as soon as he was defeated his allies fell away. It is perhaps at this point that
Seleukos’ expedition was called off. This was not because of the terms of his father’s treaty –
which, apart from being inoperative after his death, did not say anything about military
expeditions into Asia Minor – nor because he ‘lost his nerve’, but most likely because he found
that Pharnakes, the man he was marching to help, had been so badly defeated that he had given
up the struggle. It may be, in fact, that the difficulty of marching an army through the Taurus
passes was one of the factors involved, for the passes were usually blocked by snow in the
winter. (It may also be that the prospect of Seleukos intervening speeded up Eumenes’ own
campaign, where Roman talks had failed to.) The peace which ended the war was made some
time fairly early in 179, so it was likely that Eumenes will have known of Seleukos’ preparations
and intentions, and so finally decided to fight in order to pre-empt a Seleukid march and
intervention.From 180 onwards major changes were under way in several of the states when
ordered the Seleukid kingdom. In that year Ptolemy V was murdered in a court conspiracy by a
group of courtiers. He had been pressed yet again to launch a Syrian war. He gave what was
probably his usual non-committal answer, that he was thinking about the matter, but was then
asked where he would find the resources for such a war; he pointed to the wealthy men at the
court and described them as his moneybags.11 The prospect of being taxed to pay for a new
war was sufficient to frighten some of them into killing the king. He is said to have been
poisoned, but that is a type of death which was all too easily confused with other and natural
causes, so the accusation of murder must be held to be not proved.The king’s death
nonetheless did delay any attempt at the recovery of Syria. At the same time, the murder of the
king, supposing it is accurately reported, would suggest he was seriously considering the
prospect of a new Syrian war. Ptolemy’s widow, Kleopatra Syra (Seleukos’ sister) became regent
for her children; she was unlikely to attack Syria, not because of her relationship with Seleukos,
but because a regency was always an unsteady political base for foreign action; she needed her



full attention on matters in Egypt, and the (probable) murder of her husband only demonstrated
that necessity.The next year, 179, Philip V of Macedon died. His court had been upset recently
by the execution of Demetrios, his son, but in the event, he was succeeded smoothly enough by
another son, Perseus. Almost at once Seleukos’ daughter Laodike was betrothed to the new
king, an arrangement which was so rapidly concluded that it may well have been in train already
before Philip died. As already noted, such dynastic marriages are no real indication of political
alignments in the long run, but at the time they were agreed and carried out it may be assumed
that the two kings were at least politically in agreement.This connection was not in the least
surprising. The two royal houses had frequently intermarried in the past and in the 180s and
170s they were both at enmity with Eumenes (and in a more muffled way, with Rome). In fact,
Eumenes was surrounded by enemies – Bithynia, Pontos, Kappadokia, Seleukos, Rhodes,
Achaia, Macedon. No wonder he appealed to Rome for help whenever he was threatened. The
Romans provided no military help, but the constant despatch of senatorial delegations made it
clear to all that Eumenes was their man. So the Seleukid-Antigonid alignment was less than an
alliance, but more than a mere distant friendship. The marriage was celebrated by a naval
procession, in which ships of Rhodes carried the bridal party from Syria to Macedon, with great
publicity.12 The ring around Eumenes was further strengthened when Perseus’ sister was
married to Prusias II, who had succeeded his father as king in Bithynia about 182.13In none of
this – Egypt’s ambitions or Seleukos’ diplomacy – was any heed being paid to Roman views.
This is not to say that Rome was not interested in what was going on. Apart from the various
embassies sent to Asia Minor in vain attempts to sort out the war there (but nonetheless
showing Roman support for Eumenes), a major embassy led by T. Quinctius Flamininus went to
the area in 183; he was probably accompanied by two other senators, though their names are
not provided. He had been part of an embassy to Achaia a little earlier, accompanied by Q.
Caecilius Metellus and Ap. Claudius Pulcher,14 and it would be most economical to assume that
it was these men who went on to see Prusias with him. They, or he, also went on to visit
Seleukos, or so it is said.15 There is, however, no indication of what he or they did on this
embassy, which suggests that they did nothing worth noting (other than encouraging the suicide
of Hannibal); indeed it is not even certain that Flamininus reached Seleukos.The one item in
which Rome and Seleukos were mutually involved during his reign was the exchange of
Seleukos’ brother Antiochos for his son Demetrios as ‘hostage’ at Rome. ‘Hostage’ is probably
the wrong word, since there is no indication that any threat whatever was made against either
while at Rome, or that their presence at Rome had any effect on Seleukos or his policies.
Antiochos had been sent to the city in 189 as part of the guarantee for the peace settlement and
had stayed on there, clearly from his later life and preferences, quite happily. Rome at some
point demanded or requested that he be changed for Demetrios – or it may be that Seleukos
decided to swap the two.16 In theory Demetrios was the more valuable of the two as a hostage,
since he was the son of the reigning king, but it seems that the original choice of Antiochos had
been Rome’s at a time when he was the heir presumptive after Seleukos, and before Antiochos



III’s death. In the event, the change proved to be immaterial, since events took a different course
than expected.It was, of course, possible for Seleukos to refuse the Roman demand, but there
was no point in such an antagonistic gesture; also it would be useful for a future king to have
experience of Rome and to make friendly contacts with important Romans. Seleukos had
another son available to succeed him if Demetrios was detained or died. Seleukos did not know,
of course, that he would be himself dead in a couple of years. It is worth emphasizing that
neither Seleukos nor his successor seems to have been constrained in any way in their policies
or actions by the absence of either hostage in Roman hands.Demetrios’ name has occasioned
speculation that he was named to emphasize Seleukos’ connection with Macedon, where, it is
suggested, the name was known in the royal family, and so the transfer of the name was a
diplomatic gesture.17 The point about the Macedonian royal name is quite correct, but it is
beyond belief that Seleukos was conducting a sort of megaphone diplomacy by naming his son
in such a way. In fact, the names Antiochos and Seleukos were not the only ones in use in the
Seleukid family; the eldest son of Seleukos II had been named Alexander, though he took the
throne name Seleukos on his succession; a son of Antiochos III was named Mithradates for his
Pontic grandfather; later Philip became a royal name in the family. The name Demetrios was also
used in the Seleukid family, as the father of Stratonike, the wife of Seleukos I and Antiochos I,
and as the husband of Stratonike the sister of Seleukos II. The choice of Demetrios as a royal
name is not to be endowed with any diplomatic significance. It may have been intended that, like
Alexander/Seleukos III, he would take up one of the traditional throne names when he
succeeded.The changes in the royal families of the western states further reduced the
possibilities of a serious attack being made on the Seleukid state. Macedon was both friendly
and distant; Rome was clearly not interested in events east of Pergamon; Egypt after 180 was in
the hands of Queen Kleopatra as regent for her three infant children, and she was unlikely, after
the apparent death of the king at the hands of those who did not wish to launch a new Syrian
war, to initiate such a war. In the east, also, Demetrios I of Baktria was now dead, and it seems
that one of his legacies was a divided monarchy; it seems that several kings now ruled
simultaneously at this time and that Baktria was politically divided. In Parthia Phriapatios still
ruled, perhaps until about 170, but as the third generation from the inception of the Arsakid
dynasty in 247, he was probably now old; certainly he did not begin any hostilities that we know
of.In 176, however, Kleopatra Syra died. She left three children, two Ptolemies and a Kleopatra.
The eldest boy had been technically king since his father died, but he was still too young to rule.
The condition of the court meant that none of the more prominent members of the aristocracy
was prepared to be regent in Kleopatra’s place – or it may be that none of them would allow one
of their fellows to rise so far. However it was, two obscure bureaucrats were put in place,
Lenaios, a former slave from Syria, and Eulaios, a eunuch who had been Ptolemy VI’s nurse. It
was Eulaios who was the senior of the two; he even had coins minted in his name. The authority
which these two wielded was clearly very limited, though they attempted to strengthen it by
proclaiming Ptolemy VI a god and marrying him to his sister within a year. They also adopted the



policy rejected by Kleopatra Syra of aiming to recover Syria.18The occupation of king or king’s
heir had thus been revealed in the years after 180 as one which was particularly hazardous. Not
that this would need to be emphasized to any Seleukid king. Of Seleukos IV’s six predecessors
on the throne, two had been murdered, one died in an accident while on campaign, and two had
died in battle; one heir had been executed. In 222–221 the dynasty had been reduced to a single
teenage male, who was faced by two energetic rebel usurpers. Only one Seleukid king had died
a ‘natural’ death. Seleukos IV stood a good chance of dying violently, and in fact he was about to
be enlisted among the murdered.Seleukos had married his sister Laodike, the former wife of
their elder brother Antiochos (the Young King), who had died in 193. Seleukos and Laodike had
three children, possibly more, of whom Demetrios was the eldest son, and was hostage in
Rome. There was another son, Antiochos, who was even younger than Demetrios, and, of
course, their sister Laodike, whose marriage in 178 suggests that she was the eldest of the
three. At court, Seleukos relied to a large degree on his chief minister Heliodoros of Antioch. He
was one of the overbearing type of minister, like Hermeias, whom Antiochos III had finally got rid
of only by murdering him. Heliodoros, contemplating a submissive queen and heirs to the throne
who were children, decided not to wait for his own Hermeias-type fate, and murdered the king
instead. According to the Babylonian chronicler, the murder took place late in 175.19Heliodoros’
action in killing the king is not explained in any source, except as a conspiracy; no doubt he
would need accomplices, but why he should have acted is not known. It does seem that
Heliodoros had been well rewarded by Seleukos, who had a statue to him put up at Delos – the
honour was usually the other way about; a possible accomplice is Artemidoros, a royal Friend
who put up another statue, also at Delos. Heliodoros had certainly been in his high position for
several years, since he made a rich presentation to Apollo at Delos in 178.20It is normally
assumed that Heliodoros aimed at the throne for himself, but if so, he did not succeed, nor did
he make any overt move to take it. It would not be unknown for this ambition to stir in a high
Seleukid official – Hermeias may have felt it, his contemporary Molon certainly did, and
Antiochos III’s cousin Akhaios achieved it in Asia Minor. But Heliodoros either did not wish to go
so far, or he intended to move slowly. His involvement in the king’s death may not have been
widely known at first, so it would be better for him to stay in the background, covered by Laodike
as regent, for some time – in the end he did not get that time. Coin evidence implies that Laodike
was made regent for her second son Antiochos, who was only four or five years old. A gold
octodrachm from the Antioch mint shows them both, implying that she was protecting her son.21
It may be assumed that Heliodoros therefore continued as the minister in charge of the
government; he may have intended to eliminate queen and king later; we do not know.There is
an alternative explanation, however. The sources for the theory that Heliodoros was the
murderer of the king are the usual later historians – Polybios, Diodoros, and Appian. The
Babylonian chronicler does not assign a cause, which is said by the westerners to be poison.
But poison was a cause of death easily confused with a natural cause: indigestion, a heart
attack and so on, even malaria. If Heliodoros was innocent of this particular crime, then the



stories of his being the murderer come from later official Seleukid sources – that is, from
Seleukos’ brother and successor Antiochos IV. He killed Heliodoros, and so he could control the
information which was put out about the death. We know he was a ruthless man, as his later
conduct shows. The more the situation is considered, the more likely it seems that Antiochos
was the real villain, and it is quite possible that he was the origin of the story of the murder of his
brother.The royal succession in the Seleukid family had been, as noted above, by direct
succession from father to eldest surviving son for a century when Seleukos IV died. It had thus
hardened into a custom, but it was by no means set in stone. The actual process could take
place in one of two ways, either of which would be expected to be followed. Antiochos III had
made his eldest son Antiochos the Young King joint king when he went off to war in the east in
211; after the young king died, he made Seleukos joint king, once again before setting off to war
in the east. Alternatively, a son could be nominated as the next king by the current one as he was
dying. The first method was clearly preferable because it gave the heir time to become
experienced at governing and commanding; the danger was that the heir would become
impatient and aim to supplant his father by contriving his death.The process clearly broke down
when a king was unexpectedly murdered, or died suddenly. Seleukos IV had not nominated an
heir, perhaps because one of his sons was held in Rome, and he would not wish to increase his
hostage value. His sudden death prevented him from nominating a successor. In the event the
succession of his second son Antiochos was the correct dynastic move, even if it was contrived
by his (presumed) murderer, given that Demetrios was unavailable; proclaiming Antiochos as
king pre-empted any Roman intrigue. On the other hand, there was no precedent in the Seleukid
family for a regency for an infant king.There can be no doubt, though, that the rightful successor
of Seleukos IV was Demetrios, but he was in Rome, and so far as is known, there was no
attempt by Laodike or himself to get him to Syria – certainly we may assume that Heliodoros
would not want him back. But even if Demetrios did return, he would still need a regent, for he
was only about ten or eleven years old. The obvious person to be regent, apart from the mother
of the two boys, was their uncle, Antiochos, the third son of Antiochos III, whom Demetrios had
replaced as hostage at Rome. It has been suggested that the child Antiochos was the elder son
of Seleukos, because he had the dynastic name, but his portrait on the gold octodrachm
indicted a younger child than the ten or so years known for Demetrios.22 At the same time, the
lack of fuss about the passing over of Demetrios – he did not do anything about gaining the
throne until after his uncle Antiochos was dead – might also suggest that he was the younger; it
also suggests that the process of succession in the family was understood to be internal to that
family, and that no outsider had any voice in the matter.Antiochos had been in Rome until he
was exchanged for Demetrios, and by 175 he was living in Athens. He was clearly wealthy, and
was awarded honorary Athenian citizenship.23 He had probably been living in the city for some
time, perhaps two or three years. Athens was a very useful place from which to keep in touch
with events all around the Mediterranean, and in particular with Syria. There were numerous
Phoenician merchants who had come to settle in Athens, or at the Athenian island of Delos.24



And, of course, Seleukos had sent envoys to the city ten years before and he and Heliodoros
had honoured each other at Delos. It was a city which had become friendlier towards the
Seleukids since Antiochos III’s adventure in Greece in 191, when its internal affairs were
disturbed by his nearby presence, and it was a major diplomatic, cultural, and mercantile
centre.After Seleukos died Antiochos was the only adult male of the royal family left alive. If
anyone was entitled to be regent he was. There had been no need for such an office in the
dynasty’s past so far, since all royal successions had gone to adults, but there were precedents
in Macedon and Egypt. The Egyptian cases were not encouraging, for it had become the
practice for non-royal regents (such as Sosibios and Agathokles in the 220s) to kill off all other
members of the royal house on the accession of a minor, leaving the infant king as the only
possible king and themselves as the guardians – access to the king, and control of access,
being the crucial element. In Macedon, however, the usual procedure was for a regent to make
himself king, but then to vacate the position to his ward when the latter was old enough. The
most recent example was the childhood of Philip V between 229 and 221, when his cousin
Antigonos Doson took the royal title and then conveniently died when Philip was seventeen. This
procedure would suit Antiochos perfectly.The problem was for him to get to Syria and survive.
Heliodoros was surely alert to the possible arrival of either Demetrios or Antiochos and would
have no compunction about killing them – if he was the late king’s murderer, of course. If he went
to Syria Antiochos needed protection for himself until he gained political control. He acquired
support and protection from perhaps the least likely source, Eumenes of Pergamon. The deaths
of two of Eumenes’ enemies in the last four years, Philip V and Seleukos IV, had been helpful,
but Eumenes was still surrounded by enemies, symbolized by the marriages between the
Macedonian and Seleukid and Macedonian and Bithynian royal houses. He spotted an
opportunity in the presence of Antiochos in Athens in 175, and invited him to Pergamon. There
the two men, and Eumenes’ brothers Attalos, Philetairos, and Athenaios, concocted a scheme
to get Antiochos to Syria in safety and keep him alive for a time when he got there, by escorting
him across Asia Minor under the guard of a detachment of Attalid troops. He was taken as far as
the border – presumably one of the Taurus passes – and sent on his way into Syria with a
bodyguard, money, a diadem, and the royal insignia.25 Reasonably enough, the rest was up to
him.The dating of all this is provided by notes made by a Babylonian scribe who compiled a list
of kings a generation later. He reported that Seleukos IV died on the tenth day of the sixth month
in the year 137 of the Seleukid era, which translates to 3 September 175. By November
Antiochos was in charge in Antioch (only dated by the Babylonian eighth month, 23 October to
20 November). In the interval he had crossed into Asia Minor from Athens, concocted the plot
with the Attalids, marched to Syria, removed Heliodoros from power, and had him executed for
the murder of Seleukos, and made himself co-king with his nephew. He also married Laodike,
his brother’s widow (and his own sister), and adopted her son as his own.This information is
acquired from a small notice in Appian, from a decree of Athens congratulating Eumenes on his
help for Antiochos, described as a friend of Athens, and of whom there was already a statue in



the city, and from the Babylonian scribe’s notes. As such, some of the details seem to be wrong.
The Babylonian, writing afterwards and when all this was well in the past, made a few mistakes
regarding the relationships in the royal family, but it is reasonably clear what happened. He was
hampered by the repetition of the name Antiochos for the new king, for his nephew/stepson, and
for the son of the new marriage, but given the dating, the ‘son’ of Antiochos IV must be his
stepson, since Antiochos and Laodike were not married until after the former’s accession. None
of the other sources were any closer in date to the events, except perhaps the Athenian decree,
which does not go into any detail on events in Syria.What had happened was a major coup
d’etat, with large effects both internally within the Seleukid kingdom and internationally. Within
the royal family this was the first regency in a century and a half; it was not the first joint-kingship
in the dynasty by any means, but it was the first in which the subordinate king was not the son of
the senior man. The marriage of Antiochos and Laodike was fruitful in that at least one child was
born of it, a son called (almost inevitably) Antiochos; there were also perhaps other children,
though we do not know how many or of what sex. By this time it may be that Laodike was almost
past childbearing age. She had been married for the first time in about 195, probably at the age
of fifteen or sixteen; by 175, she was in her late thirties; she had been seriously ill in 181, to the
extent that a strong rumour that she had died had reached the compiler of the Babylonian
Astronomical Diaries; three years later he reported that ‘Seleukos, his wife and his sons’ were
presenting offerings at Babylon, so she had evidently recovered.26In terms of internal politics
the seizure of the throne by Antiochos IV probably seemed at first like the sort of regency which
Antiogonos Doson had held for Philip V, but once Antiochos had a son of his own – presumably
not before late 174 or 173 – his stepson’s life and title were clearly in danger, and when his own
son had survived long enough to be clear of childhood diseases, the stepson was killed,
apparently by one of Antiochos’ thugs, a man called Andronikos.27Whether Antiochos IV
appreciated it or not, this turned out to be a decisive breach with previous custom in the royal
family. There had been killings and rebellions and murders in the past. The eldest son of
Antiochos I was executed on his father’s instructions, presumably for exhibiting a too-obvious
ambition; the brother of Seleukos II made himself king in Asia Minor, thereby rebelling. But both
of these crises had been overcome and the line of direct succession had been preserved from
the death of Seleukos I to that of Antiochos III – in little under a century. Now that direct line had
been usurped.Two kings, Seleukos IV and his son Antiochos, had been murdered within three or
four years; the direct heir to the throne was now Demetrios, but he had been ignored, and was in
exile in Rome; Antiochos IV and his stepson were thus both usurpers. There were obviously
good reasons for Antiochos IV’s actions, but it is nevertheless a fact that once the custom of
direct inheritance had been broken, it could be broken again, and it was to be broken repeatedly
in the next century. And since the integrity of the royal family was the one element which held the
kingdom together, the usurpation of Antiochos IV and his subsequent actions began the process
of the disintegration of the kingdom.Chapter 2The Wars of Antiochos Epiphanes (170–164
BC)In 170 Antiochos IV arranged the death of his stepson, murdered by Andronikos.1 His own



son by Laodike was now old enough to be reasonably likely to survive, so his stepson was now
dispensable. His wife, if she still lived, was by this time at least 40-years-old. In fact, she is not
referred to again, and may well have been dead. She is not, for example, mentioned in any of the
notices in the Astronomical Diaries, though it has to be said that there are very few notices from
Antiochos’ reign which are relevant.The unusual way Antiochos had seized power will have
required him to take care in his internal policies to ensure that any opposition was blocked. The
methods he used are not directly known, but will have involved the usual armoury of expedients
of kings – bribery, promotion, execution, exile. The only source which gives any hint of his
methods is the biblical book of Daniel, written by one who opposed him. In the guise of a
prophecy, Antiochos is described as ‘contemptible’ and his methods as ‘fraud’ and ‘stealth’, and
‘scattering wealth among his opponents’, a series of accusations which are as vague as could
be imagined, but which sound quite like the normal policy for Hellenistic – and any other – rulers,
at least when the author’s prejudices against Antiochos are taken into account.2Whatever his
precise measures, it is clear that Antiochos succeeded in establishing his rule firmly where it
mattered; he governed, says one (late) source, with a firm hand, whatever that means.3 One of
the measures he will have taken fairly early in his reign was to move around the provincial
governors, either to eliminate any opponents or to disrupt any possible conspiracies which were
brewing; we know of only two of these moves: Timarchos of Miletos was made Governor of
Media (and so quasi-viceroy of the ‘Upper Satrapies’, and his brother Herakleides was treasurer
at Antioch.4 However, it is not known when these men were appointed. They were in office at the
end of his reign, which may mean that they had been relatively recently promoted; Herakleides
at least seems to have been an official under Seleukos IV, though Timarchos is not known of
earlier.It was external affairs which preoccupied Antiochos most, as they did most Hellenistic
kings. This meant his relations with the Attalid Eumenes and Ptolemy of Egypt, as his closest
neighbours, with Rome in the west, and with Parthia and Baktria in the distant east. We have no
evidence of his contacts in the east, as it happens; this will in the first instance be the
responsibility of the Governor of the Upper Satrapies – Timarchos, in other words, in this
reign.Antiochos’ experience of living at Rome had perhaps given him an exaggerated respect for
the Senate, but he was obviously aware that Rome’s relations with his brother had been
strained. A Roman delegation was sent to contact him, presumably in 174, soon after he
became king, but its composition is unknown. The members reported back with details of the
men in favour with the king, and presumably also with an assessment of the strength of his
position.5 They may also have suggested to him a way of achieving something Seleukos had not
bothered to acquire, a renewal of the treaty of peace and alliance of 188.In 173 Antiochos
accordingly sent Apollonios, one of his courtiers, to Rome with some at least of the unpaid part
of the indemnity which had been part of the Apamaean treaty agreement. Apollonios, who, like
Herakleides and Timarchos, came from Miletos, had been a friend of Seleukos IV, and was
Governor of Koile Syria and Phoenicia in 175–174 – that is, he governed the former Ptolemaic
part of Syria during the time Antiochos was seizing power in Antioch; he was clearly one of those



who joined him as soon as he arrived.6 He and Herakleides, amongst others, will have been
able to describe Seleukos’ Roman policy, and to provide an account of the sums already paid,
and of the outstanding balance.Antiochos, no doubt prompted by the Roman delegation, and in
consultation with his council, resolved to buy off Roman hostility. Apollonios took with him to
Rome a large sum of money, said to be the unpaid part of the indemnity. He then asked that the
defunct treaty of alliance, which had expired in 187 on the death of Antiochos III, be renewed –
Livy makes it clear that it was the alliance and friendship which was being renewed, not the
terms of the peace. As a sweetener a consignment of gold vases worth 500lb in weight was
presented to the Senate. The Senate, perhaps with some relief at this gesture of friendship from
Antiochos, accepted the gifts and agreed to renew the treaty of alliance. Apollonios was treated
with consideration, assigned a house to live in, and given a large cash gift.The renewal of the
treaty meant little in reality, but it will have reassured both the Senate and Antiochos that neither
was particularly hostile to the other. It will have been known in Rome that Antiochos had been
helped to the kingship by Eumenes and his brothers, who were already Roman allies. With a
crisis brewing in Greece and Macedon, where Antiochos’ nephew-in-law Perseus was now seen
by Rome as a major problem, the agreement with Antiochos meant that he was unlikely to
involve himself in the crisis. One of the results was a much more aggressive Roman policy
towards Perseus, and war within two years.How much Antiochos paid the Romans is not known.
Livy says it was the whole amount of the unpaid indemnity, but he gives no figures, where he has
rejoiced in such sums in other places. Antiochos’ father had paid no more than two instalments
before he died (188 and 187), which left at least 9,000 talents unpaid. It is highly unlikely that
Apollonios took so much with him – it is surely probable that such a sum arriving all at once at
Rome would have provoked a record in at least one of the historians. The Seleukid state’s
disposable tax income was probably about 3,000 talents annually; Seleukos IV may have been
parsimonious, not spending much on military campaigns, for example, but Antiochos is unlikely
to have emptied his state coffers merely to please Rome. And only a couple of years later he
was able to finance a major war.The only possible clue as to the amount paid over comes from II
Maccabees, which claims that 2,000 talents was owed to Rome by the king as late as 165, and
was paid out of the proceeds of the sale of Jewish captives into slavery, so it was claimed.7 But
Maccabees is not a reliable source for Seleukid or Roman affairs, and the whole story looks like
a concoction based on misunderstood items. The problem with Maccabees’ story is not the sum
of money mentioned, which is well within the likely range, but that other and more reliable
sources say that Apollonios’ embassy in 173 paid over the full outstanding sum – and so there
was none still owing in 165. It would have been helpful if any other ancient source had bothered
to quote actual figures, but it is quite possible that no one really knew, except perhaps the
treasurers in Antioch and Rome, how much had been paid and how much had not been paid.
Given the emerging Macedonian crisis the Senate and Antiochos had a joint interest in paying
something and in accepting that the debt had been liquidated. We can probably disregard the
Maccabean claim, since it is in a book full of distortions and inventions. Livy’s source was clear



that the Senate accepted in 173 that the money brought by Apollonios was enough to discharge
the debt.8 It is likely that Rome had never expected to be paid anything after Antiochos III’s
death. Rome’s coffers were thus now conveniently filled just before the city set about attacking
Macedon.At the same time, the ability of the Seleukid kingdom to pay over such large sums
shows that it was a rich state. The end of Antiochos III’s war with Rome had involved the
immediate payment of 2,500 talents to secure the armistice, and then a promise of 12,000
talents to be paid over ten years as the indemnity. The aim was evidently to drain Antiochos’
immediate war chest – the 2,500 talents – which would prevent him from restarting the war, and
then to maintain a drain on his treasury to render him weakened for the future. Apart from the
fact that Antiochos’ death after the delivery of the first two instalments soon stopped any further
payments, these fines Rome imposed on her defeated enemies were inevitably much less than
they could afford. Seleukos’ reign had seen the full restoration of Seleukid finances, and would
probably have done so even if the indemnity payments had continued. Antiochos’ contribution to
Rome’s war chest in 173 must have amounted to some thousands of talents – the 2,000 talents
of II Maccabees may well be near the mark, though as a source it is most unreliable. There is no
sign that Antiochos’ finances were strained afterwards.Friendship with Eumenes of Pergamon
carried with it automatically friendly contacts with the states to which Eumenes was also friendly.
Antiochos sent gifts to a variety of Greek cities, including Ilion, Kyzikos, Delos, and his former
home, Athens. One of his courtiers, Eudemos of Seleukeia-on-the-Kalykadnos, travelled about
making contacts with a number of places – Byzantion, Rhodes, Kalchedon, the Boiotian League
– and received honours from them in return. Like his brother, Antiochos maintained friendly
relations with the Achaian League, and with individual cities of that league. Besides Delos, the
other great Greek sanctuaries at Delphi and Olympia benefited from his generosity.9 All this was
perhaps less important diplomatically than it seems. It was by this time part of the necessary
diplomacy of the Hellenistic world to be generous to Greek cities; it did not imply much in the
way of power, since none of them, not even the Achaian League, was in itself powerful. It may be
that much of these contacts was Antiochos craving recognition in Greek public opinion, but this
had no real effect otherwise.The participation of Eumenes in Antiochos’ seizure of power was a
major diplomatic shift. The two kings were now allied and linked by treaty, and this provided
Antiochos with the renewal of another aspect of the policy of Antiochos III, giving the new king
strong diplomatic cover on his westward flank, making it possible for him to indulge in actions
elsewhere without fear of being attacked from Asia Minor. This had not been a condition
available to Seleukos IV. In addition, just in case none of these new diplomatic arrangements
lasted, the approaching Romano-Macedonian war would clearly preoccupy everyone around the
Aegean, as well as Rome, for several years. Antiochos was free of the hostility and potential
hostility by states to his west that had made Seleukos’ policy in the region so difficult.On the
other hand, Antiochos’ coup had stimulated a new hostility from Egypt. Antiochos’ new position,
and his guardianship of his stepson-nephew, may have raised fears in Egypt that he might try to
attain the same position with regard to his other nephews and niece, Ptolemy VI, Kleopatra, and



the younger Ptolemy. At some point between 174 and 172 Apollonios son of Menestheus, the
Governor of Koile Syria and the man who went as ambassador to Rome in that same period,
went to Alexandria to congratulate Ptolemy VI on some significant event – II Maccabees says it
was his formal enthronement – and there he mingled with and talked with the Ptolemaic
courtiers.10The choice of Apollonios as envoy to congratulate the enthroned king sent a mixed
message to the Alexandrian government. He was certainly high enough in Antiochos’ counsels
for his presence to be a high compliment to Ptolemy VI and his regents; he was also, or had
been, governor of the territory which the king’s regents were planning to recover, and whose
loss, as he found in his conversations, was still resented. So Apollonios’ embassy could be seen
as a compliment, or as an insult, or as a warning, even as a threat; it was no doubt intended as
all of these, and the regents could choose which of them to accept.While in Alexandria,
Apollonios heard enough to understand that it was the intention of the regents to make an
attempt to recover Koile Syria in the near future. Yet this was not, and could not be, the fixed
intention of the regency government in the sense of a plan awaiting implementation on a
particular date. It was also obvious to Apollonios that Eulaios and Lenaios were widely disliked
and despised among all sections of Alexandrian society – their servile origins would ensure this
– and it was by no means obvious that they would be able to carry the government with them into
a war. After all, the last time such a policy seemed to be likely, King Ptolemy V had been
murdered. Eulaios and Lenaios were surely living in fear of the same treatment.Antiochos at
some point made a tour of the old Ptolemaic province, no doubt as a way of impressing his
authority on the locals, and in particular on any who were minded to support the idea of a
Ptolemaic restoration. He visited Joppa and Jerusalem, and no doubt other places, and his army
was stationed for a time in Phoenicia.11 The region in contention consisted of a coastal plain in
which there was a string of Greek-type cities, including the capital of the area, Ptolemais-Ake.
Inland were the Judaean Hills, a rural area centred on the temple-town of Jerusalem. This was a
semi-autonomous area where the temple high priest exercised local jurisdiction. Beyond the
Jordan River and the Great Rift Valley was a region of high plateaux with a line of small cities
which had developed during the Ptolemaic rule. It would be surprising if there was no nostalgia
for Ptolemaic rule in this whole territory. In fact one prominent man, Hyrkanos, who was of a
family which had become rich as Ptolemaic tax-collectors, had built a palace and a rival temple
to that in Jerusalem in the Transjordanian lands, at Iraq al-Amir.Probably Antiochos was aware of
tensions within the Jewish community in Judaea. The high priest, Onias III, the current
representative of a line which stretched back to the sixth century, was ‘a zealot for the laws’,
which was a way of saying he was a religious conservative, but he was also in conflict with a
growing number of Jews who wished to adopt Greek ways and language. In 174 this group
petitioned Antiochos, probably during his tour of Palestine, to be allowed to form themselves into
a private organization called the ‘Antiochenes in Jerusalem’, which would live by Greek ways.
Antiochos agreed, and they built themselves a gymnasium, the characteristic Greek educational
institution; it was near the temple, and even some of the priests of the temple were



members.12Onias objected, and one of the measures Antiochos took to get the ‘Antiochenes’
established was to depose Onias and replace him with another high priest, Jesus, who preferred
to be called Jason – a Greek name. Onias went into exile, curiously enough choosing to go to
the sacred grove of Daphne near Antioch as his residence – a Greek sanctuary of Apollo. In
Jerusalem Jason’s policy was to attempt to hold a balance between the traditionalists and the
hellenizers, but he was outflanked by a more fervent group of the latter. They went to Antiochos
and persuaded him to replace Jason by one of their people, a man called Menelaos. Jason fled
into exile, like Onias, but only to stay with Hyrkanos, across the Jordan at his palace-temple at
Iraq el-Amir.13The ease with which the extreme hellenizers had persuaded Antiochos to appoint
Menelaos was a reflection of a standard and long-established Seleukid policy. From even before
the acquisition of Syria the kings had encouraged the foundation of Greek-type cities, either as
new foundations, or as made-over ‘native’ cities with Greek institutions of government. Their
kingdom was littered with cities sporting royal names – Antioch, Apamaea, and so on – so when
Antiochos was asked to encourage another hellenization project in Jerusalem he willingly
complied, probably without too much investigation of the circumstances, and no doubt in the
hope – or expectation – that this would solve any problems in Jerusalem and Judaea. The
replacement of high priests was also standard practice in other places, and perhaps he
considered it similar to the replacement of provincial governors. One of the royal prerogatives,
inherited from the pre-Alexander past, was the appointment of high priests at Jerusalem.First
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the international landscape of the Hellenistic world for a century and a half before it suffered
serious political damage. Even the removal of Asia Minor in 190 and Baktria in the 250s from its
control had not caused much real reduction in its power, for Asia Minor had been held only
temporarily and the Baktrian area was far distant from the centre of events and had always been
semi-independent. But from 150 BC onwards, as can be seen retrospectively, the kingdom was
clearly in decline, though it took another generation for this to become wholly clear to
contemporaries.This decline was an event which had been devoutly wished-for by the kingdom’s



numerous enemies, and it is not obvious which of the many enemies or other issues may be
assigned to the primary cause. The kingdom was, of course, hardly unique in being surrounded
by enemies, and it certainly took those enemies a long time to destroy it. So some responsibility
may be claimed by those neighbours: the Ptolemaic kingdom in Egypt, with which the Seleukid
kings fought a long series of wars for two centuries; the Parthian kingdom, which nibbled away at
its territories in Iran and the east; the Roman Republic, which in fact only turned up at the last
minute to snatch a choice morsel; even the Armenian kingdom in the north, and the Arabs in the
desert – all of these had some part to play in bringing the kingdom to an end. But none of them
can be said to have struck the fatal blow, unless it be Armenia and the Roman Republic, who
successively seized its last territories, though only after it had been reduced to a minimal size.A
more convincing case for the kingdom’s failure has been seen in its internal affairs, in particular
in the civil wars which were generated by competition within the royal family, and in the rebellions
and insurrections by communities aiming at some sort of independence from royal control. The
problem with such explanations is that these disputes and these communities had existed from
the beginning of the state, so an explanation has to be found to why these particular elements
became toxic in the period after 150 BC.Of course, no one would suppose that locating a single
cause for the disappearance of a long-lived state could provide a satisfactory explanation for its
demise. We are all accustomed to multiple causes of such disasters (and for many of the
inhabitants of the kingdom its replacement by Roman and Parthian rule was a distinct change for
the worse, certainly in the two or three generations after the conquests). It has been, however,
normal to select a major cause, and so to relegate the rest to minor or contributory status. Rome
has always been a favourite cause of the kingdom’s destruction, and so have the civil wars. The
Jews have been cast as villains or heroes, depending on one’s point of view. What has not been
done is to consider the matter whole, and from both the Seleukid point of view and that of its
enemies.The existing discussions of the reasons for the fall of the Seleukid kingdom are few,
and, by now, old. The two main accounts of the history of the kingdom, by Bevan1 and by
Bouche-Leclercq2 both date from before the Great War, and a good deal of work has been done
on the kingdom since then – and even they scarcely provide an intelligible account of the end.
Bevan, for instance, consigned the last two generations to a single chapter entitled ‘The Last
Convulsions’, thereby simultaneously implying a terminal illness and avoiding a serious
investigation. Since then the major work has been numismatic, by Bellinger in an obscure
journal,3 which has now been largely superseded by a comprehensive, if often indecisive, coin
catalogue by Arthur Houghton and his team.4 Yet this is hardly an adequate account of what
must be seen as a major geopolitical development in world history, one which is comparable to
the collapse of the Parthian power in the third century AD, and even of the fall of Rome in the
fifth, or of the Arab conquests in the seventh century.Other considerations of Seleukid history, a
subject which has revived somewhat in recent years, have concentrated more on particular
aspects of it, or on particular regions. So my own contribution has been on the cities of Syria,
while three recent books have looked at ‘Syrian identity’, the governing elites of the kingdom,



and ‘space, territory and ideology’5 or have dissected the kingdom, either as separate chapters,
or as separate articles, without providing a full overall examination of its history.6The several
causes which have been suggested for its fall all have a degree of plausibility about them,
though no single one can be assigned the dominant role. So the first thing to be done will be to
consider the situation of the kingdom in the period preceding the beginning of the final Seleukid
collapse, which I take to begin about 150 BC, and to have become irreversible from 129 BC. This
period therefore (150–129) is the crucial one. Such a consideration may indicate just what
influence each had in the generation or so preceding that collapse.There is, however, even
before detailing these elements, a preliminary comment to be made, to set the Seleukid
kingdom’s fall in to some sort of context. The extinction of states in the Hellenistic world was by
no means an unusual phenomenon. In many cases it was due to annexation by the Roman
Republic, so that Roman power gradually spread south and east at the expense of such well
established states as Carthage, Syracuse, Macedon, the Attalid kingdom, Bithynia, and others.
The Ptolemaic kingdom had also done its part in this, by annexing the Cyrenaican and Cypriot
kingdoms. So these states were by no means as well established as their age might suggest. By
contrast the Seleukid state was fissiparous, shedding sections which became new states rather
than absorbing them, and even in victory it tended to impose supremacy, not direct annexation.
This is one aspect which also needs to be considered. That is, the Seleukid kingdom was
different.Annexation is one method of removing states, but disruption from within was much less
usual. Epeiros disintegrated in 231, when, by abolishing the monarchy, its constituent
communities reverted to the separated political condition they had enjoyed before the monarchic
unification. Macedon, by contrast, was deliberately broken up by the Roman Republic in 167, but
reunited itself twenty years later when a plausible royal pretender popped up. The Romans gave
in, removed the pretender, and then annexed the kingdom as a now reunited whole and made it
a province. If one is keeping score, therefore, extinction by annexation is twice as likely as
internal collapse.The procedure here, therefore, will be to consider the apparent disruptive and
inimical forces acting on the Seleukid kingdom in the first half of the second century BC (which
is also the second half of the kingdom’s existence), then to look at the kingdom’s period of
disruption in the third quarter of the second century, and finally to look at the kingdom’s final half
century or so, to see which of these forces, if any, still had influence. For one aspect which is
generally ignored is the fact that even after the disasters of the period 150–129, the kingdom
lasted for two more generations (129–75) as a local state, and that this was centred on North
Syria, a wealthy land which later became one of the most important regions of the Roman
Empire. It was rich and populous enough to have continued to exist as an independent state;
why did it not?IntroductionThe Seleukid kingdom was a permanent and powerful fixture on the
international landscape of the Hellenistic world for a century and a half before it suffered serious
political damage. Even the removal of Asia Minor in 190 and Baktria in the 250s from its control
had not caused much real reduction in its power, for Asia Minor had been held only temporarily
and the Baktrian area was far distant from the centre of events and had always been semi-



independent. But from 150 BC onwards, as can be seen retrospectively, the kingdom was clearly
in decline, though it took another generation for this to become wholly clear to
contemporaries.This decline was an event which had been devoutly wished-for by the kingdom’s
numerous enemies, and it is not obvious which of the many enemies or other issues may be
assigned to the primary cause. The kingdom was, of course, hardly unique in being surrounded
by enemies, and it certainly took those enemies a long time to destroy it. So some responsibility
may be claimed by those neighbours: the Ptolemaic kingdom in Egypt, with which the Seleukid
kings fought a long series of wars for two centuries; the Parthian kingdom, which nibbled away at
its territories in Iran and the east; the Roman Republic, which in fact only turned up at the last
minute to snatch a choice morsel; even the Armenian kingdom in the north, and the Arabs in the
desert – all of these had some part to play in bringing the kingdom to an end. But none of them
can be said to have struck the fatal blow, unless it be Armenia and the Roman Republic, who
successively seized its last territories, though only after it had been reduced to a minimal size.A
more convincing case for the kingdom’s failure has been seen in its internal affairs, in particular
in the civil wars which were generated by competition within the royal family, and in the rebellions
and insurrections by communities aiming at some sort of independence from royal control. The
problem with such explanations is that these disputes and these communities had existed from
the beginning of the state, so an explanation has to be found to why these particular elements
became toxic in the period after 150 BC.Of course, no one would suppose that locating a single
cause for the disappearance of a long-lived state could provide a satisfactory explanation for its
demise. We are all accustomed to multiple causes of such disasters (and for many of the
inhabitants of the kingdom its replacement by Roman and Parthian rule was a distinct change for
the worse, certainly in the two or three generations after the conquests). It has been, however,
normal to select a major cause, and so to relegate the rest to minor or contributory status. Rome
has always been a favourite cause of the kingdom’s destruction, and so have the civil wars. The
Jews have been cast as villains or heroes, depending on one’s point of view. What has not been
done is to consider the matter whole, and from both the Seleukid point of view and that of its
enemies.The existing discussions of the reasons for the fall of the Seleukid kingdom are few,
and, by now, old. The two main accounts of the history of the kingdom, by Bevan1 and by
Bouche-Leclercq2 both date from before the Great War, and a good deal of work has been done
on the kingdom since then – and even they scarcely provide an intelligible account of the end.
Bevan, for instance, consigned the last two generations to a single chapter entitled ‘The Last
Convulsions’, thereby simultaneously implying a terminal illness and avoiding a serious
investigation. Since then the major work has been numismatic, by Bellinger in an obscure
journal,3 which has now been largely superseded by a comprehensive, if often indecisive, coin
catalogue by Arthur Houghton and his team.4 Yet this is hardly an adequate account of what
must be seen as a major geopolitical development in world history, one which is comparable to
the collapse of the Parthian power in the third century AD, and even of the fall of Rome in the
fifth, or of the Arab conquests in the seventh century.Other considerations of Seleukid history, a



subject which has revived somewhat in recent years, have concentrated more on particular
aspects of it, or on particular regions. So my own contribution has been on the cities of Syria,
while three recent books have looked at ‘Syrian identity’, the governing elites of the kingdom,
and ‘space, territory and ideology’5 or have dissected the kingdom, either as separate chapters,
or as separate articles, without providing a full overall examination of its history.6The several
causes which have been suggested for its fall all have a degree of plausibility about them,
though no single one can be assigned the dominant role. So the first thing to be done will be to
consider the situation of the kingdom in the period preceding the beginning of the final Seleukid
collapse, which I take to begin about 150 BC, and to have become irreversible from 129 BC. This
period therefore (150–129) is the crucial one. Such a consideration may indicate just what
influence each had in the generation or so preceding that collapse.There is, however, even
before detailing these elements, a preliminary comment to be made, to set the Seleukid
kingdom’s fall in to some sort of context. The extinction of states in the Hellenistic world was by
no means an unusual phenomenon. In many cases it was due to annexation by the Roman
Republic, so that Roman power gradually spread south and east at the expense of such well
established states as Carthage, Syracuse, Macedon, the Attalid kingdom, Bithynia, and others.
The Ptolemaic kingdom had also done its part in this, by annexing the Cyrenaican and Cypriot
kingdoms. So these states were by no means as well established as their age might suggest. By
contrast the Seleukid state was fissiparous, shedding sections which became new states rather
than absorbing them, and even in victory it tended to impose supremacy, not direct annexation.
This is one aspect which also needs to be considered. That is, the Seleukid kingdom was
different.Annexation is one method of removing states, but disruption from within was much less
usual. Epeiros disintegrated in 231, when, by abolishing the monarchy, its constituent
communities reverted to the separated political condition they had enjoyed before the monarchic
unification. Macedon, by contrast, was deliberately broken up by the Roman Republic in 167, but
reunited itself twenty years later when a plausible royal pretender popped up. The Romans gave
in, removed the pretender, and then annexed the kingdom as a now reunited whole and made it
a province. If one is keeping score, therefore, extinction by annexation is twice as likely as
internal collapse.The procedure here, therefore, will be to consider the apparent disruptive and
inimical forces acting on the Seleukid kingdom in the first half of the second century BC (which
is also the second half of the kingdom’s existence), then to look at the kingdom’s period of
disruption in the third quarter of the second century, and finally to look at the kingdom’s final half
century or so, to see which of these forces, if any, still had influence. For one aspect which is
generally ignored is the fact that even after the disasters of the period 150–129, the kingdom
lasted for two more generations (129–75) as a local state, and that this was centred on North
Syria, a wealthy land which later became one of the most important regions of the Roman
Empire. It was rich and populous enough to have continued to exist as an independent state;
why did it not?Chapter 1The Beginning of the End (187–170 BC)The kingdom which King
Seleukos IV inherited on the death of his father in Iran in mid-187 was large, wealthy, and



powerful. It was, however, faced with major problems. The death of Antiochos III cannot have
been altogether a surprise, though no doubt it was unexpected, and after a long reign, a shock:
he had been king for thirty-five years, longer than any other king of his dynasty; he was relatively
old at fifty-six for his time, while he repeatedly exposed himself to danger in war. His death
occurred in the process of attempting to seize a treasure from a temple in Elymais, an action to
which the local people quite reasonably objected.He died in the middle of an expedition into the
eastern parts of his kingdom, where a delicate diplomatic arrangement he had made twenty
years before had recently broken down. The kingdoms of the Parthians and the Baktrians had
recently acquired new kings, and so they were no longer tied by diplomatic treaties to Antiochos.
His purpose in marching to the east was, it may be conjectured, to restore the situation by
making a new arrangement with the new kings. The treaties of peace which he wanted to renew
with the new kings had lasted only until the death of one of the parties, and the deaths of
Euthydemos I of Baktria about 200 BC, and of Arsakes II of the Parthians about 190 BC were the
triggers for the new expedition.The death of Antiochos himself had also ended the peace
treaties with several western powers. The peace of Raphia with Ptolemaic Egypt, agreed in 195
and ratified by the marriage of Antiochos’ daughter Kleopatra to Ptolemy V would probably hold,
since Ptolemy was fully occupied in combatting a major rebellion within Egypt. (The marriage did
not constitute a political alliance: no such arrangement in the Hellenistic international system
maintained peace.) There was also a peace treaty with the Attalid kingdom in Asia Minor, which
was now also ended, though King Eumenes II was, like Ptolemy, hardly going to use the freedom
from the treaty to attack the Seleukid kingdom, since he was fully occupied in ensuring his
control over the territories he had recently been awarded, at Antiochos’ expense, within Asia
Minor. His neighbours in Bithynia to his north and Kappadokia to the east were unhappy at
Eumenes’ sudden growth in power; Eumenes was in fact at war more or less continuously
between 187 and 179.But the main peace treaty which came to an end with Antiochos’ death
was that with the Roman Republic. This was a power which had, during Antiochos’ lifetime,
expanded from controlling peninsular Italy to holding all the western Mediterranean lands and
dominating Greece and Macedonia. It had defeated in succession three rival great powers,
Carthage, Macedon, and Antiochos III himself. By 187 the Romans were the superpower of the
Mediterranean political system, more powerful than any single state within range, and probably
more powerful than any combination of its rivals. The republic’s failure to expand its direct control
east of the Adriatic Sea was no doubt puzzling to contemporaries, but also relieving, and was
probably due to the frontier problems in Spain and Italy. The military reach of the Roman army
was in fact limited: the expedition against Antiochos had required some delicate diplomacy in
Greece to allow its forces to move further east, which might not be possible again – and the
Seleukid kingdom was now even more remote than before. These rivals were all able to relax
their vigilance as a result of Roman forbearance, at least for the time being, but the spectre of
Rome certainly hovered over all of them.This was, from the new king’s point of view, an
encouraging vista, but the present inability of his neighbours to launch an attack on his kingdom



would not necessarily last very long. Above all, once Ptolemy V put down the Egyptian rebellion
he would be free to attempt to recover Palestine and Phoenicia – Koile Syria – from Seleukid
control – and by 187 the rebellion was almost finished. Seleukos had to be vigilant.Seleukos IV
had been made joint king along with Antiochos III several years earlier (on the death of his elder
brother), and was a well experienced commander and ruler.1 However, as the preceding
paragraphs will have suggested, he faced a difficult situation on his accession to sole rule. The
complex web of peace agreements his father had constructed had fallen apart as soon as the
news of his death spread. This had one advantage, in that the restrictive and expensive clauses
of the Roman treaty – payment of 12,000 talents of silver over ten years, abandonment of a navy
and of the war elephants – were no longer applicable and so not a drain on resources. On the
other hand, suddenly every neighbour – Egypt, the Attalids, Rome, Parthia, Baktria – was at
least potentially hostile.The major change was in the west. It was quite possible that Rome
would act to enforce the terms of the treaty with Antiochos III. The Senate had twice in the last
half-century declared war on Carthage, or rejected a negotiated treaty, in order to obtain better
terms, and demanding that Seleukos negotiate a new agreement would be much the same. As it
turned out, on this occasion the Senate apparently did nothing. It is possible that Seleukos paid
some of the instalments – Antiochos will have paid one or two by the time he died, plus the initial
2,500 talents indemnity in 189, but by the end of Seleukos’ reign, by which time all should have
been paid according to the treaty, he was well in arrears. (If Antiochos had paid two instalments,
each would have been 1,200 talents; with the indemnity, Rome would already have received
almost 5,000 talents – perhaps this was enough to be going on with.) One hold the Romans had
on Seleukos was that his brother Antiochos was held in Rome as a guarantee of payment,
though it is unlikely that this consideration weighed very heavily with Seleukos – and such a
hostage was hardly useable in any real sense.Elsewhere in the west the Egyptian rebellion was
brought to an end in 186–185 with the defeat of the dissident pharaonic state in the south, and
the capture of the pharaoh, and with the final suppression of the concurrent rebellion in the
Delta, followed by a decree of amnesty.2 But the rebellion had caused much damage to the
country, and King Ptolemy V was a cautious man. He was urged by some of his courtiers to
initiate a revenge Syrian war to recover the Palestinian and Phoenician lands lost to Antiochos in
the last Syrian war, but he resisted such pressure. Nevertheless Seleukos was clearly under
threat from both Rome and Egypt, neither of whom would bother to reassure him, and as a result
he was unable to move far from Syria, which is where any attack would arrive.The situation in the
east was as unstable as in the west, but rather less directly threatening. The new King Demetrios
I of Baktria had turned his attention to India, by which we may understand that land’s north-
western borderlands and the upper Indus Valley. A king called Sophagasenos had ruled in the
Paropamisadai in Antiochos III’s time and had been one of those with whom Antiochos had a
treaty. It seems likely that either he was dead by the 190s or that Demetrios had used the
freedom of manoeuvre which his father had lacked (because of the treaty) to seize
Sophagasnos’ kingdom. From there he was able to move into India.This move into India meant



that the aggressive Demetrios may have been seen as only a minor threat by Seleukos IV. We do
not know what contacts there were between the two men, but it is possible that they came to
some agreement, though even so Demetrios himself died in about 185. If they had made contact
this would restrict the possible activities of the new Parthian king, Phriapatios, who succeeded
his father at about the time of Demetrios’ death. Parthia was boxed in on the west by the
Seleukid kingdom and on the east by the Baktrians, and both of these were more powerful
states than the one he ruled. Phriapatios remained quiet, so far as we can see, for his whole
reign. On the other hand he did adopt the title of King, the first of his dynasty to do so, according
to his coins.3 This may have implied that he had achieved some notable military victory, for this
was the usual necessary preliminary to such a claim, though who he fought is not known.There
was real trouble in Susiana, or perhaps in Elymais, which was where Antiochos had been killed.
A fragmentary record dated to 183 notes that the Governor of Susa was involved in some way
with enemies.4 There is no more information in the note than this bare fact but it was surely part
of the aftermath of Antiochos’ attempted raid on the temple in Elymais. Trouble of some sort was
very likely to reverberate locally for a long time, especially since the king had been defeated and
killed. Local pride was considerably boosted by such a victory.Internationally, therefore,
Seleukos seemed to be trapped, but not under immediate threat. He was unable to move to the
east, as his father had begun to do, because of the latent threat in the west, though it may well
be that he made contact with the Baktrian king – though Demetrios’ early death will have meant
that any treaty made with him would have to be renegotiated with his successor. Demetrios’
move against India had been relieving to the Seleukid king, even if it was unpleasant for the
Indians. In the west Seleukos was faced with hostility from the Romans and Egypt which
immobilized him. Only, as it turned out, in Asia Minor did he have some room for manoeuvre.The
threat to be apprehended was military, though it would probably be preceded by hostile
diplomacy. The hostility of Ptolemy V could be taken as read, but a straight military contest with
Egypt was unlikely to result in defeat – unless Egypt was assisted by another, and equally
hostile, power. In this the continuing association of the Attalid kingdom with Rome was the main
Seleukid problem, since simultaneous attacks from south and north would be militarily
disastrous. The Seleukid military power was not great enough to withstand such an assault,
when combined with the need to stand on guard in the east, and to garrison the many provinces.
That is, the Seleukid kingdom was militarily overstretched (as it always had been). The solution
was to remain quiet, provoking no one, or to be assertive and see off one enemy at a time.
Seleukos chose the first option, having seen his aggressive father suffer ultimate defeat.This
does not mean, however, that Seleukos did nothing. It was incumbent on him from the moment
he succeeded as sole king, to be active diplomatically wherever possible in order to secure his
kingdom by deflecting any political enemies. As early as 187, and so in the second part of the
year (for Antiochos III died in June) he sent an embassy to meet the Achaian assembly with an
offer of ten warships and a request for either an alliance or at least a statement of friendship.
Polybios says it was to be ‘a renewal of alliance’, but there is no evidence of any earlier alliance



so it was perhaps a renewal of the peace, for Antiochos and the Achaian League had been on
opposing sides in Antiochos’ war with Rome, and therefore they will have made peace at the
time of Antiochos’ treaty with Rome in 188.The Achaians, wary of gifts from kings who were at
enmity with Rome, accepted the renewal of the treaty, but refused the ships.5 Seleukos may
thus be said to have achieved a useful diplomatic success. Achaia was the most powerful single
state in Greece, now that Aitolia had been crushed by Rome, and that Philip V of Macedon had
been confined to his kingdom. On the other hand, Achaia’s actual power was minimal; the treaty
was thus of little use in the power game, though useful in the less helpful area of public opinion.
It also lined both states up against Eumenes of Pergamon, who had made the offer of a gift of
the island of Aegina, and had also been rejected.Seleukos’ envoys also visited Athens in 186,
possibly the same men who had been to Achaia, possibly a separate embassy; but Athens was
another useful place for influencing public opinion within Greece.6 The two embassies add up to
a careful, perhaps insidious, diplomatic assault on the solidarity of the Roman position in
Greece; Seleukos could also point out that he was no longer bound by the limitations of his
father’s treaty with Rome.A neglected aspect of this diplomatic campaign is the ten warships,
and a consideration of what the offer meant will provide a way to discuss the actual
enforcement, or otherwise, of the terms of the Treaty of Apamaea. In that treaty Antiochos III had
been permitted to possess no more than ten triremes, and was to be prevented from sailing any
of them west of Cape Sarpedon in Kilikia. It is evident that Antiochos had made no attempt to
reduce his navy to the treaty level, and Seleukos quite openly offered some of the ships he had
inherited to Achaia. He will scarcely have offered to give away his last ten ships, so it is all but
certain that he had many more than that – and that they had been inherited from his father. That
is, Antiochos III had made little or no effort to comply with the naval articles of the treaty, and it is
therefore likely that other elements of the treaty had been similarly ignored – the prohibition on
keeping war elephants, for example. Others of the provisions of the treaty were also never
implemented – including the requirement to surrender five named individuals, at least two of
whom were politically active in later years. It may also be pointed out that Rome made no
attempt to oversee the implementation of the treaty. It is likely that the good sources of this
period of Seleukos’ rule – Livy and much of Polybios – would have included any references to
any embassies sent to check in Syria on the numbers of warships and elephants there, but there
is nothing. Either Rome did not care, or it was understood that when Antiochos III died the treaty
lapsed.Eumenes of Pergamon was involved in a succession of wars in Asia Minor from 186
onwards, first fighting off an attack by King Prusias of Bithynia, then against King Pharnakes of
Pontos. Neither of these kings really measured up to the Attalid kingdom in terms of military
power, and it is likely that they were at least encouraged and possibly directly helped by allies.
Prusias was the brother-in-law of Philip V of Macedon, who was a long-time enemy of the Attalid
kings; Pharnakes was Seleukos’ uncle (the brother of his mother) and this may have contributed
to Seleukos’ near-intervention on the Pontic side in the war.The war was fought between 183
and c.179, and until the end it was going Pharnakes’ way. Eumenes three times asked for



Roman help but only received ineffective visits by delegations of senators, all of which
Pharnakes either ignored or rebuffed.7 It was therefore only after Eumenes realized that he
would have to fight his own battles that he organized an army and took the offensive, in the end
successfully defeating Pharnakes, whose pretensions subsided as a result.8 At some point in all
this Seleukos gathered an army and marched it towards the Taurus passes, though he went no
further than the approach march.This episode is recorded only in undated items on Diodoros
and Polybios.9 One of these refers to an offer to Seleukos by Pharnakes of 500 talents. Diodoros
claims that Seleukos called off the expedition because he recalled the terms of his father’s
Roman treaty. These have then been linked to suggest that Seleukos was bribed by Pharnakes
to intervene, but then ‘lost his nerve’. The problem here is that Seleukos is regarded with general
contempt by modern historians, who believe that he should have been much more active. A
Seleukid king who was not on some campaign is derided as ‘lazy’ or ‘weak’.10 Yet when he
actually takes some action he is accused of ‘losing his nerve’. It is better to investigate in more
detail.A less derogatory interpretation would accept that the 500 talents subsidy was intended to
pay Seleukos’ expenses; if he took the bait and intervened actively in the war it is likely that
Pharnakes would have won; the Attalid forces were not likely to withstand Seleukos’ army for
long. But such an intervention by the Seleukid king would put Pharnakes under a serious
obligation to his nephew, so he would not be likely to ask for such help until he was in a clear
danger of defeat, and that was not until the last months of the war, either towards the end of 180
or early in 179.It was in 179, in all probability, that Eumenes finally won his war, and imposed a
peace treaty. The end was sudden, for Pharnakes had been fighting only weak opponents until
then, and as soon as he was defeated his allies fell away. It is perhaps at this point that
Seleukos’ expedition was called off. This was not because of the terms of his father’s treaty –
which, apart from being inoperative after his death, did not say anything about military
expeditions into Asia Minor – nor because he ‘lost his nerve’, but most likely because he found
that Pharnakes, the man he was marching to help, had been so badly defeated that he had given
up the struggle. It may be, in fact, that the difficulty of marching an army through the Taurus
passes was one of the factors involved, for the passes were usually blocked by snow in the
winter. (It may also be that the prospect of Seleukos intervening speeded up Eumenes’ own
campaign, where Roman talks had failed to.) The peace which ended the war was made some
time fairly early in 179, so it was likely that Eumenes will have known of Seleukos’ preparations
and intentions, and so finally decided to fight in order to pre-empt a Seleukid march and
intervention.From 180 onwards major changes were under way in several of the states when
ordered the Seleukid kingdom. In that year Ptolemy V was murdered in a court conspiracy by a
group of courtiers. He had been pressed yet again to launch a Syrian war. He gave what was
probably his usual non-committal answer, that he was thinking about the matter, but was then
asked where he would find the resources for such a war; he pointed to the wealthy men at the
court and described them as his moneybags.11 The prospect of being taxed to pay for a new
war was sufficient to frighten some of them into killing the king. He is said to have been



poisoned, but that is a type of death which was all too easily confused with other and natural
causes, so the accusation of murder must be held to be not proved.The king’s death
nonetheless did delay any attempt at the recovery of Syria. At the same time, the murder of the
king, supposing it is accurately reported, would suggest he was seriously considering the
prospect of a new Syrian war. Ptolemy’s widow, Kleopatra Syra (Seleukos’ sister) became regent
for her children; she was unlikely to attack Syria, not because of her relationship with Seleukos,
but because a regency was always an unsteady political base for foreign action; she needed her
full attention on matters in Egypt, and the (probable) murder of her husband only demonstrated
that necessity.The next year, 179, Philip V of Macedon died. His court had been upset recently
by the execution of Demetrios, his son, but in the event, he was succeeded smoothly enough by
another son, Perseus. Almost at once Seleukos’ daughter Laodike was betrothed to the new
king, an arrangement which was so rapidly concluded that it may well have been in train already
before Philip died. As already noted, such dynastic marriages are no real indication of political
alignments in the long run, but at the time they were agreed and carried out it may be assumed
that the two kings were at least politically in agreement.This connection was not in the least
surprising. The two royal houses had frequently intermarried in the past and in the 180s and
170s they were both at enmity with Eumenes (and in a more muffled way, with Rome). In fact,
Eumenes was surrounded by enemies – Bithynia, Pontos, Kappadokia, Seleukos, Rhodes,
Achaia, Macedon. No wonder he appealed to Rome for help whenever he was threatened. The
Romans provided no military help, but the constant despatch of senatorial delegations made it
clear to all that Eumenes was their man. So the Seleukid-Antigonid alignment was less than an
alliance, but more than a mere distant friendship. The marriage was celebrated by a naval
procession, in which ships of Rhodes carried the bridal party from Syria to Macedon, with great
publicity.12 The ring around Eumenes was further strengthened when Perseus’ sister was
married to Prusias II, who had succeeded his father as king in Bithynia about 182.13In none of
this – Egypt’s ambitions or Seleukos’ diplomacy – was any heed being paid to Roman views.
This is not to say that Rome was not interested in what was going on. Apart from the various
embassies sent to Asia Minor in vain attempts to sort out the war there (but nonetheless
showing Roman support for Eumenes), a major embassy led by T. Quinctius Flamininus went to
the area in 183; he was probably accompanied by two other senators, though their names are
not provided. He had been part of an embassy to Achaia a little earlier, accompanied by Q.
Caecilius Metellus and Ap. Claudius Pulcher,14 and it would be most economical to assume that
it was these men who went on to see Prusias with him. They, or he, also went on to visit
Seleukos, or so it is said.15 There is, however, no indication of what he or they did on this
embassy, which suggests that they did nothing worth noting (other than encouraging the suicide
of Hannibal); indeed it is not even certain that Flamininus reached Seleukos.The one item in
which Rome and Seleukos were mutually involved during his reign was the exchange of
Seleukos’ brother Antiochos for his son Demetrios as ‘hostage’ at Rome. ‘Hostage’ is probably
the wrong word, since there is no indication that any threat whatever was made against either



while at Rome, or that their presence at Rome had any effect on Seleukos or his policies.
Antiochos had been sent to the city in 189 as part of the guarantee for the peace settlement and
had stayed on there, clearly from his later life and preferences, quite happily. Rome at some
point demanded or requested that he be changed for Demetrios – or it may be that Seleukos
decided to swap the two.16 In theory Demetrios was the more valuable of the two as a hostage,
since he was the son of the reigning king, but it seems that the original choice of Antiochos had
been Rome’s at a time when he was the heir presumptive after Seleukos, and before Antiochos
III’s death. In the event, the change proved to be immaterial, since events took a different course
than expected.It was, of course, possible for Seleukos to refuse the Roman demand, but there
was no point in such an antagonistic gesture; also it would be useful for a future king to have
experience of Rome and to make friendly contacts with important Romans. Seleukos had
another son available to succeed him if Demetrios was detained or died. Seleukos did not know,
of course, that he would be himself dead in a couple of years. It is worth emphasizing that
neither Seleukos nor his successor seems to have been constrained in any way in their policies
or actions by the absence of either hostage in Roman hands.Demetrios’ name has occasioned
speculation that he was named to emphasize Seleukos’ connection with Macedon, where, it is
suggested, the name was known in the royal family, and so the transfer of the name was a
diplomatic gesture.17 The point about the Macedonian royal name is quite correct, but it is
beyond belief that Seleukos was conducting a sort of megaphone diplomacy by naming his son
in such a way. In fact, the names Antiochos and Seleukos were not the only ones in use in the
Seleukid family; the eldest son of Seleukos II had been named Alexander, though he took the
throne name Seleukos on his succession; a son of Antiochos III was named Mithradates for his
Pontic grandfather; later Philip became a royal name in the family. The name Demetrios was also
used in the Seleukid family, as the father of Stratonike, the wife of Seleukos I and Antiochos I,
and as the husband of Stratonike the sister of Seleukos II. The choice of Demetrios as a royal
name is not to be endowed with any diplomatic significance. It may have been intended that, like
Alexander/Seleukos III, he would take up one of the traditional throne names when he
succeeded.The changes in the royal families of the western states further reduced the
possibilities of a serious attack being made on the Seleukid state. Macedon was both friendly
and distant; Rome was clearly not interested in events east of Pergamon; Egypt after 180 was in
the hands of Queen Kleopatra as regent for her three infant children, and she was unlikely, after
the apparent death of the king at the hands of those who did not wish to launch a new Syrian
war, to initiate such a war. In the east, also, Demetrios I of Baktria was now dead, and it seems
that one of his legacies was a divided monarchy; it seems that several kings now ruled
simultaneously at this time and that Baktria was politically divided. In Parthia Phriapatios still
ruled, perhaps until about 170, but as the third generation from the inception of the Arsakid
dynasty in 247, he was probably now old; certainly he did not begin any hostilities that we know
of.In 176, however, Kleopatra Syra died. She left three children, two Ptolemies and a Kleopatra.
The eldest boy had been technically king since his father died, but he was still too young to rule.



The condition of the court meant that none of the more prominent members of the aristocracy
was prepared to be regent in Kleopatra’s place – or it may be that none of them would allow one
of their fellows to rise so far. However it was, two obscure bureaucrats were put in place,
Lenaios, a former slave from Syria, and Eulaios, a eunuch who had been Ptolemy VI’s nurse. It
was Eulaios who was the senior of the two; he even had coins minted in his name. The authority
which these two wielded was clearly very limited, though they attempted to strengthen it by
proclaiming Ptolemy VI a god and marrying him to his sister within a year. They also adopted the
policy rejected by Kleopatra Syra of aiming to recover Syria.18The occupation of king or king’s
heir had thus been revealed in the years after 180 as one which was particularly hazardous. Not
that this would need to be emphasized to any Seleukid king. Of Seleukos IV’s six predecessors
on the throne, two had been murdered, one died in an accident while on campaign, and two had
died in battle; one heir had been executed. In 222–221 the dynasty had been reduced to a single
teenage male, who was faced by two energetic rebel usurpers. Only one Seleukid king had died
a ‘natural’ death. Seleukos IV stood a good chance of dying violently, and in fact he was about to
be enlisted among the murdered.Seleukos had married his sister Laodike, the former wife of
their elder brother Antiochos (the Young King), who had died in 193. Seleukos and Laodike had
three children, possibly more, of whom Demetrios was the eldest son, and was hostage in
Rome. There was another son, Antiochos, who was even younger than Demetrios, and, of
course, their sister Laodike, whose marriage in 178 suggests that she was the eldest of the
three. At court, Seleukos relied to a large degree on his chief minister Heliodoros of Antioch. He
was one of the overbearing type of minister, like Hermeias, whom Antiochos III had finally got rid
of only by murdering him. Heliodoros, contemplating a submissive queen and heirs to the throne
who were children, decided not to wait for his own Hermeias-type fate, and murdered the king
instead. According to the Babylonian chronicler, the murder took place late in 175.19Heliodoros’
action in killing the king is not explained in any source, except as a conspiracy; no doubt he
would need accomplices, but why he should have acted is not known. It does seem that
Heliodoros had been well rewarded by Seleukos, who had a statue to him put up at Delos – the
honour was usually the other way about; a possible accomplice is Artemidoros, a royal Friend
who put up another statue, also at Delos. Heliodoros had certainly been in his high position for
several years, since he made a rich presentation to Apollo at Delos in 178.20It is normally
assumed that Heliodoros aimed at the throne for himself, but if so, he did not succeed, nor did
he make any overt move to take it. It would not be unknown for this ambition to stir in a high
Seleukid official – Hermeias may have felt it, his contemporary Molon certainly did, and
Antiochos III’s cousin Akhaios achieved it in Asia Minor. But Heliodoros either did not wish to go
so far, or he intended to move slowly. His involvement in the king’s death may not have been
widely known at first, so it would be better for him to stay in the background, covered by Laodike
as regent, for some time – in the end he did not get that time. Coin evidence implies that Laodike
was made regent for her second son Antiochos, who was only four or five years old. A gold
octodrachm from the Antioch mint shows them both, implying that she was protecting her son.21



It may be assumed that Heliodoros therefore continued as the minister in charge of the
government; he may have intended to eliminate queen and king later; we do not know.There is
an alternative explanation, however. The sources for the theory that Heliodoros was the
murderer of the king are the usual later historians – Polybios, Diodoros, and Appian. The
Babylonian chronicler does not assign a cause, which is said by the westerners to be poison.
But poison was a cause of death easily confused with a natural cause: indigestion, a heart
attack and so on, even malaria. If Heliodoros was innocent of this particular crime, then the
stories of his being the murderer come from later official Seleukid sources – that is, from
Seleukos’ brother and successor Antiochos IV. He killed Heliodoros, and so he could control the
information which was put out about the death. We know he was a ruthless man, as his later
conduct shows. The more the situation is considered, the more likely it seems that Antiochos
was the real villain, and it is quite possible that he was the origin of the story of the murder of his
brother.The royal succession in the Seleukid family had been, as noted above, by direct
succession from father to eldest surviving son for a century when Seleukos IV died. It had thus
hardened into a custom, but it was by no means set in stone. The actual process could take
place in one of two ways, either of which would be expected to be followed. Antiochos III had
made his eldest son Antiochos the Young King joint king when he went off to war in the east in
211; after the young king died, he made Seleukos joint king, once again before setting off to war
in the east. Alternatively, a son could be nominated as the next king by the current one as he was
dying. The first method was clearly preferable because it gave the heir time to become
experienced at governing and commanding; the danger was that the heir would become
impatient and aim to supplant his father by contriving his death.The process clearly broke down
when a king was unexpectedly murdered, or died suddenly. Seleukos IV had not nominated an
heir, perhaps because one of his sons was held in Rome, and he would not wish to increase his
hostage value. His sudden death prevented him from nominating a successor. In the event the
succession of his second son Antiochos was the correct dynastic move, even if it was contrived
by his (presumed) murderer, given that Demetrios was unavailable; proclaiming Antiochos as
king pre-empted any Roman intrigue. On the other hand, there was no precedent in the Seleukid
family for a regency for an infant king.There can be no doubt, though, that the rightful successor
of Seleukos IV was Demetrios, but he was in Rome, and so far as is known, there was no
attempt by Laodike or himself to get him to Syria – certainly we may assume that Heliodoros
would not want him back. But even if Demetrios did return, he would still need a regent, for he
was only about ten or eleven years old. The obvious person to be regent, apart from the mother
of the two boys, was their uncle, Antiochos, the third son of Antiochos III, whom Demetrios had
replaced as hostage at Rome. It has been suggested that the child Antiochos was the elder son
of Seleukos, because he had the dynastic name, but his portrait on the gold octodrachm
indicted a younger child than the ten or so years known for Demetrios.22 At the same time, the
lack of fuss about the passing over of Demetrios – he did not do anything about gaining the
throne until after his uncle Antiochos was dead – might also suggest that he was the younger; it



also suggests that the process of succession in the family was understood to be internal to that
family, and that no outsider had any voice in the matter.Antiochos had been in Rome until he
was exchanged for Demetrios, and by 175 he was living in Athens. He was clearly wealthy, and
was awarded honorary Athenian citizenship.23 He had probably been living in the city for some
time, perhaps two or three years. Athens was a very useful place from which to keep in touch
with events all around the Mediterranean, and in particular with Syria. There were numerous
Phoenician merchants who had come to settle in Athens, or at the Athenian island of Delos.24
And, of course, Seleukos had sent envoys to the city ten years before and he and Heliodoros
had honoured each other at Delos. It was a city which had become friendlier towards the
Seleukids since Antiochos III’s adventure in Greece in 191, when its internal affairs were
disturbed by his nearby presence, and it was a major diplomatic, cultural, and mercantile
centre.After Seleukos died Antiochos was the only adult male of the royal family left alive. If
anyone was entitled to be regent he was. There had been no need for such an office in the
dynasty’s past so far, since all royal successions had gone to adults, but there were precedents
in Macedon and Egypt. The Egyptian cases were not encouraging, for it had become the
practice for non-royal regents (such as Sosibios and Agathokles in the 220s) to kill off all other
members of the royal house on the accession of a minor, leaving the infant king as the only
possible king and themselves as the guardians – access to the king, and control of access,
being the crucial element. In Macedon, however, the usual procedure was for a regent to make
himself king, but then to vacate the position to his ward when the latter was old enough. The
most recent example was the childhood of Philip V between 229 and 221, when his cousin
Antigonos Doson took the royal title and then conveniently died when Philip was seventeen. This
procedure would suit Antiochos perfectly.The problem was for him to get to Syria and survive.
Heliodoros was surely alert to the possible arrival of either Demetrios or Antiochos and would
have no compunction about killing them – if he was the late king’s murderer, of course. If he went
to Syria Antiochos needed protection for himself until he gained political control. He acquired
support and protection from perhaps the least likely source, Eumenes of Pergamon. The deaths
of two of Eumenes’ enemies in the last four years, Philip V and Seleukos IV, had been helpful,
but Eumenes was still surrounded by enemies, symbolized by the marriages between the
Macedonian and Seleukid and Macedonian and Bithynian royal houses. He spotted an
opportunity in the presence of Antiochos in Athens in 175, and invited him to Pergamon. There
the two men, and Eumenes’ brothers Attalos, Philetairos, and Athenaios, concocted a scheme
to get Antiochos to Syria in safety and keep him alive for a time when he got there, by escorting
him across Asia Minor under the guard of a detachment of Attalid troops. He was taken as far as
the border – presumably one of the Taurus passes – and sent on his way into Syria with a
bodyguard, money, a diadem, and the royal insignia.25 Reasonably enough, the rest was up to
him.The dating of all this is provided by notes made by a Babylonian scribe who compiled a list
of kings a generation later. He reported that Seleukos IV died on the tenth day of the sixth month
in the year 137 of the Seleukid era, which translates to 3 September 175. By November



Antiochos was in charge in Antioch (only dated by the Babylonian eighth month, 23 October to
20 November). In the interval he had crossed into Asia Minor from Athens, concocted the plot
with the Attalids, marched to Syria, removed Heliodoros from power, and had him executed for
the murder of Seleukos, and made himself co-king with his nephew. He also married Laodike,
his brother’s widow (and his own sister), and adopted her son as his own.This information is
acquired from a small notice in Appian, from a decree of Athens congratulating Eumenes on his
help for Antiochos, described as a friend of Athens, and of whom there was already a statue in
the city, and from the Babylonian scribe’s notes. As such, some of the details seem to be wrong.
The Babylonian, writing afterwards and when all this was well in the past, made a few mistakes
regarding the relationships in the royal family, but it is reasonably clear what happened. He was
hampered by the repetition of the name Antiochos for the new king, for his nephew/stepson, and
for the son of the new marriage, but given the dating, the ‘son’ of Antiochos IV must be his
stepson, since Antiochos and Laodike were not married until after the former’s accession. None
of the other sources were any closer in date to the events, except perhaps the Athenian decree,
which does not go into any detail on events in Syria.What had happened was a major coup
d’etat, with large effects both internally within the Seleukid kingdom and internationally. Within
the royal family this was the first regency in a century and a half; it was not the first joint-kingship
in the dynasty by any means, but it was the first in which the subordinate king was not the son of
the senior man. The marriage of Antiochos and Laodike was fruitful in that at least one child was
born of it, a son called (almost inevitably) Antiochos; there were also perhaps other children,
though we do not know how many or of what sex. By this time it may be that Laodike was almost
past childbearing age. She had been married for the first time in about 195, probably at the age
of fifteen or sixteen; by 175, she was in her late thirties; she had been seriously ill in 181, to the
extent that a strong rumour that she had died had reached the compiler of the Babylonian
Astronomical Diaries; three years later he reported that ‘Seleukos, his wife and his sons’ were
presenting offerings at Babylon, so she had evidently recovered.26In terms of internal politics
the seizure of the throne by Antiochos IV probably seemed at first like the sort of regency which
Antiogonos Doson had held for Philip V, but once Antiochos had a son of his own – presumably
not before late 174 or 173 – his stepson’s life and title were clearly in danger, and when his own
son had survived long enough to be clear of childhood diseases, the stepson was killed,
apparently by one of Antiochos’ thugs, a man called Andronikos.27Whether Antiochos IV
appreciated it or not, this turned out to be a decisive breach with previous custom in the royal
family. There had been killings and rebellions and murders in the past. The eldest son of
Antiochos I was executed on his father’s instructions, presumably for exhibiting a too-obvious
ambition; the brother of Seleukos II made himself king in Asia Minor, thereby rebelling. But both
of these crises had been overcome and the line of direct succession had been preserved from
the death of Seleukos I to that of Antiochos III – in little under a century. Now that direct line had
been usurped.Two kings, Seleukos IV and his son Antiochos, had been murdered within three or
four years; the direct heir to the throne was now Demetrios, but he had been ignored, and was in



exile in Rome; Antiochos IV and his stepson were thus both usurpers. There were obviously
good reasons for Antiochos IV’s actions, but it is nevertheless a fact that once the custom of
direct inheritance had been broken, it could be broken again, and it was to be broken repeatedly
in the next century. And since the integrity of the royal family was the one element which held the
kingdom together, the usurpation of Antiochos IV and his subsequent actions began the process
of the disintegration of the kingdom.Chapter 1The Beginning of the End (187–170 BC)The
kingdom which King Seleukos IV inherited on the death of his father in Iran in mid-187 was large,
wealthy, and powerful. It was, however, faced with major problems. The death of Antiochos III
cannot have been altogether a surprise, though no doubt it was unexpected, and after a long
reign, a shock: he had been king for thirty-five years, longer than any other king of his dynasty;
he was relatively old at fifty-six for his time, while he repeatedly exposed himself to danger in
war. His death occurred in the process of attempting to seize a treasure from a temple in
Elymais, an action to which the local people quite reasonably objected.He died in the middle of
an expedition into the eastern parts of his kingdom, where a delicate diplomatic arrangement he
had made twenty years before had recently broken down. The kingdoms of the Parthians and
the Baktrians had recently acquired new kings, and so they were no longer tied by diplomatic
treaties to Antiochos. His purpose in marching to the east was, it may be conjectured, to restore
the situation by making a new arrangement with the new kings. The treaties of peace which he
wanted to renew with the new kings had lasted only until the death of one of the parties, and the
deaths of Euthydemos I of Baktria about 200 BC, and of Arsakes II of the Parthians about 190
BC were the triggers for the new expedition.The death of Antiochos himself had also ended the
peace treaties with several western powers. The peace of Raphia with Ptolemaic Egypt, agreed
in 195 and ratified by the marriage of Antiochos’ daughter Kleopatra to Ptolemy V would
probably hold, since Ptolemy was fully occupied in combatting a major rebellion within Egypt.
(The marriage did not constitute a political alliance: no such arrangement in the Hellenistic
international system maintained peace.) There was also a peace treaty with the Attalid kingdom
in Asia Minor, which was now also ended, though King Eumenes II was, like Ptolemy, hardly
going to use the freedom from the treaty to attack the Seleukid kingdom, since he was fully
occupied in ensuring his control over the territories he had recently been awarded, at Antiochos’
expense, within Asia Minor. His neighbours in Bithynia to his north and Kappadokia to the east
were unhappy at Eumenes’ sudden growth in power; Eumenes was in fact at war more or less
continuously between 187 and 179.But the main peace treaty which came to an end with
Antiochos’ death was that with the Roman Republic. This was a power which had, during
Antiochos’ lifetime, expanded from controlling peninsular Italy to holding all the western
Mediterranean lands and dominating Greece and Macedonia. It had defeated in succession
three rival great powers, Carthage, Macedon, and Antiochos III himself. By 187 the Romans
were the superpower of the Mediterranean political system, more powerful than any single state
within range, and probably more powerful than any combination of its rivals. The republic’s
failure to expand its direct control east of the Adriatic Sea was no doubt puzzling to



contemporaries, but also relieving, and was probably due to the frontier problems in Spain and
Italy. The military reach of the Roman army was in fact limited: the expedition against Antiochos
had required some delicate diplomacy in Greece to allow its forces to move further east, which
might not be possible again – and the Seleukid kingdom was now even more remote than
before. These rivals were all able to relax their vigilance as a result of Roman forbearance, at
least for the time being, but the spectre of Rome certainly hovered over all of them.This was,
from the new king’s point of view, an encouraging vista, but the present inability of his
neighbours to launch an attack on his kingdom would not necessarily last very long. Above all,
once Ptolemy V put down the Egyptian rebellion he would be free to attempt to recover Palestine
and Phoenicia – Koile Syria – from Seleukid control – and by 187 the rebellion was almost
finished. Seleukos had to be vigilant.Seleukos IV had been made joint king along with Antiochos
III several years earlier (on the death of his elder brother), and was a well experienced
commander and ruler.1 However, as the preceding paragraphs will have suggested, he faced a
difficult situation on his accession to sole rule. The complex web of peace agreements his father
had constructed had fallen apart as soon as the news of his death spread. This had one
advantage, in that the restrictive and expensive clauses of the Roman treaty – payment of
12,000 talents of silver over ten years, abandonment of a navy and of the war elephants – were
no longer applicable and so not a drain on resources. On the other hand, suddenly every
neighbour – Egypt, the Attalids, Rome, Parthia, Baktria – was at least potentially hostile.The
major change was in the west. It was quite possible that Rome would act to enforce the terms of
the treaty with Antiochos III. The Senate had twice in the last half-century declared war on
Carthage, or rejected a negotiated treaty, in order to obtain better terms, and demanding that
Seleukos negotiate a new agreement would be much the same. As it turned out, on this
occasion the Senate apparently did nothing. It is possible that Seleukos paid some of the
instalments – Antiochos will have paid one or two by the time he died, plus the initial 2,500
talents indemnity in 189, but by the end of Seleukos’ reign, by which time all should have been
paid according to the treaty, he was well in arrears. (If Antiochos had paid two instalments, each
would have been 1,200 talents; with the indemnity, Rome would already have received almost
5,000 talents – perhaps this was enough to be going on with.) One hold the Romans had on
Seleukos was that his brother Antiochos was held in Rome as a guarantee of payment, though it
is unlikely that this consideration weighed very heavily with Seleukos – and such a hostage was
hardly useable in any real sense.Elsewhere in the west the Egyptian rebellion was brought to an
end in 186–185 with the defeat of the dissident pharaonic state in the south, and the capture of
the pharaoh, and with the final suppression of the concurrent rebellion in the Delta, followed by a
decree of amnesty.2 But the rebellion had caused much damage to the country, and King
Ptolemy V was a cautious man. He was urged by some of his courtiers to initiate a revenge
Syrian war to recover the Palestinian and Phoenician lands lost to Antiochos in the last Syrian
war, but he resisted such pressure. Nevertheless Seleukos was clearly under threat from both
Rome and Egypt, neither of whom would bother to reassure him, and as a result he was unable



to move far from Syria, which is where any attack would arrive.The situation in the east was as
unstable as in the west, but rather less directly threatening. The new King Demetrios I of Baktria
had turned his attention to India, by which we may understand that land’s north-western
borderlands and the upper Indus Valley. A king called Sophagasenos had ruled in the
Paropamisadai in Antiochos III’s time and had been one of those with whom Antiochos had a
treaty. It seems likely that either he was dead by the 190s or that Demetrios had used the
freedom of manoeuvre which his father had lacked (because of the treaty) to seize
Sophagasnos’ kingdom. From there he was able to move into India.This move into India meant
that the aggressive Demetrios may have been seen as only a minor threat by Seleukos IV. We do
not know what contacts there were between the two men, but it is possible that they came to
some agreement, though even so Demetrios himself died in about 185. If they had made contact
this would restrict the possible activities of the new Parthian king, Phriapatios, who succeeded
his father at about the time of Demetrios’ death. Parthia was boxed in on the west by the
Seleukid kingdom and on the east by the Baktrians, and both of these were more powerful
states than the one he ruled. Phriapatios remained quiet, so far as we can see, for his whole
reign. On the other hand he did adopt the title of King, the first of his dynasty to do so, according
to his coins.3 This may have implied that he had achieved some notable military victory, for this
was the usual necessary preliminary to such a claim, though who he fought is not known.There
was real trouble in Susiana, or perhaps in Elymais, which was where Antiochos had been killed.
A fragmentary record dated to 183 notes that the Governor of Susa was involved in some way
with enemies.4 There is no more information in the note than this bare fact but it was surely part
of the aftermath of Antiochos’ attempted raid on the temple in Elymais. Trouble of some sort was
very likely to reverberate locally for a long time, especially since the king had been defeated and
killed. Local pride was considerably boosted by such a victory.Internationally, therefore,
Seleukos seemed to be trapped, but not under immediate threat. He was unable to move to the
east, as his father had begun to do, because of the latent threat in the west, though it may well
be that he made contact with the Baktrian king – though Demetrios’ early death will have meant
that any treaty made with him would have to be renegotiated with his successor. Demetrios’
move against India had been relieving to the Seleukid king, even if it was unpleasant for the
Indians. In the west Seleukos was faced with hostility from the Romans and Egypt which
immobilized him. Only, as it turned out, in Asia Minor did he have some room for manoeuvre.The
threat to be apprehended was military, though it would probably be preceded by hostile
diplomacy. The hostility of Ptolemy V could be taken as read, but a straight military contest with
Egypt was unlikely to result in defeat – unless Egypt was assisted by another, and equally
hostile, power. In this the continuing association of the Attalid kingdom with Rome was the main
Seleukid problem, since simultaneous attacks from south and north would be militarily
disastrous. The Seleukid military power was not great enough to withstand such an assault,
when combined with the need to stand on guard in the east, and to garrison the many provinces.
That is, the Seleukid kingdom was militarily overstretched (as it always had been). The solution



was to remain quiet, provoking no one, or to be assertive and see off one enemy at a time.
Seleukos chose the first option, having seen his aggressive father suffer ultimate defeat.This
does not mean, however, that Seleukos did nothing. It was incumbent on him from the moment
he succeeded as sole king, to be active diplomatically wherever possible in order to secure his
kingdom by deflecting any political enemies. As early as 187, and so in the second part of the
year (for Antiochos III died in June) he sent an embassy to meet the Achaian assembly with an
offer of ten warships and a request for either an alliance or at least a statement of friendship.
Polybios says it was to be ‘a renewal of alliance’, but there is no evidence of any earlier alliance
so it was perhaps a renewal of the peace, for Antiochos and the Achaian League had been on
opposing sides in Antiochos’ war with Rome, and therefore they will have made peace at the
time of Antiochos’ treaty with Rome in 188.The Achaians, wary of gifts from kings who were at
enmity with Rome, accepted the renewal of the treaty, but refused the ships.5 Seleukos may
thus be said to have achieved a useful diplomatic success. Achaia was the most powerful single
state in Greece, now that Aitolia had been crushed by Rome, and that Philip V of Macedon had
been confined to his kingdom. On the other hand, Achaia’s actual power was minimal; the treaty
was thus of little use in the power game, though useful in the less helpful area of public opinion.
It also lined both states up against Eumenes of Pergamon, who had made the offer of a gift of
the island of Aegina, and had also been rejected.Seleukos’ envoys also visited Athens in 186,
possibly the same men who had been to Achaia, possibly a separate embassy; but Athens was
another useful place for influencing public opinion within Greece.6 The two embassies add up to
a careful, perhaps insidious, diplomatic assault on the solidarity of the Roman position in
Greece; Seleukos could also point out that he was no longer bound by the limitations of his
father’s treaty with Rome.A neglected aspect of this diplomatic campaign is the ten warships,
and a consideration of what the offer meant will provide a way to discuss the actual
enforcement, or otherwise, of the terms of the Treaty of Apamaea. In that treaty Antiochos III had
been permitted to possess no more than ten triremes, and was to be prevented from sailing any
of them west of Cape Sarpedon in Kilikia. It is evident that Antiochos had made no attempt to
reduce his navy to the treaty level, and Seleukos quite openly offered some of the ships he had
inherited to Achaia. He will scarcely have offered to give away his last ten ships, so it is all but
certain that he had many more than that – and that they had been inherited from his father. That
is, Antiochos III had made little or no effort to comply with the naval articles of the treaty, and it is
therefore likely that other elements of the treaty had been similarly ignored – the prohibition on
keeping war elephants, for example. Others of the provisions of the treaty were also never
implemented – including the requirement to surrender five named individuals, at least two of
whom were politically active in later years. It may also be pointed out that Rome made no
attempt to oversee the implementation of the treaty. It is likely that the good sources of this
period of Seleukos’ rule – Livy and much of Polybios – would have included any references to
any embassies sent to check in Syria on the numbers of warships and elephants there, but there
is nothing. Either Rome did not care, or it was understood that when Antiochos III died the treaty



lapsed.Eumenes of Pergamon was involved in a succession of wars in Asia Minor from 186
onwards, first fighting off an attack by King Prusias of Bithynia, then against King Pharnakes of
Pontos. Neither of these kings really measured up to the Attalid kingdom in terms of military
power, and it is likely that they were at least encouraged and possibly directly helped by allies.
Prusias was the brother-in-law of Philip V of Macedon, who was a long-time enemy of the Attalid
kings; Pharnakes was Seleukos’ uncle (the brother of his mother) and this may have contributed
to Seleukos’ near-intervention on the Pontic side in the war.The war was fought between 183
and c.179, and until the end it was going Pharnakes’ way. Eumenes three times asked for
Roman help but only received ineffective visits by delegations of senators, all of which
Pharnakes either ignored or rebuffed.7 It was therefore only after Eumenes realized that he
would have to fight his own battles that he organized an army and took the offensive, in the end
successfully defeating Pharnakes, whose pretensions subsided as a result.8 At some point in all
this Seleukos gathered an army and marched it towards the Taurus passes, though he went no
further than the approach march.This episode is recorded only in undated items on Diodoros
and Polybios.9 One of these refers to an offer to Seleukos by Pharnakes of 500 talents. Diodoros
claims that Seleukos called off the expedition because he recalled the terms of his father’s
Roman treaty. These have then been linked to suggest that Seleukos was bribed by Pharnakes
to intervene, but then ‘lost his nerve’. The problem here is that Seleukos is regarded with general
contempt by modern historians, who believe that he should have been much more active. A
Seleukid king who was not on some campaign is derided as ‘lazy’ or ‘weak’.10 Yet when he
actually takes some action he is accused of ‘losing his nerve’. It is better to investigate in more
detail.A less derogatory interpretation would accept that the 500 talents subsidy was intended to
pay Seleukos’ expenses; if he took the bait and intervened actively in the war it is likely that
Pharnakes would have won; the Attalid forces were not likely to withstand Seleukos’ army for
long. But such an intervention by the Seleukid king would put Pharnakes under a serious
obligation to his nephew, so he would not be likely to ask for such help until he was in a clear
danger of defeat, and that was not until the last months of the war, either towards the end of 180
or early in 179.It was in 179, in all probability, that Eumenes finally won his war, and imposed a
peace treaty. The end was sudden, for Pharnakes had been fighting only weak opponents until
then, and as soon as he was defeated his allies fell away. It is perhaps at this point that
Seleukos’ expedition was called off. This was not because of the terms of his father’s treaty –
which, apart from being inoperative after his death, did not say anything about military
expeditions into Asia Minor – nor because he ‘lost his nerve’, but most likely because he found
that Pharnakes, the man he was marching to help, had been so badly defeated that he had given
up the struggle. It may be, in fact, that the difficulty of marching an army through the Taurus
passes was one of the factors involved, for the passes were usually blocked by snow in the
winter. (It may also be that the prospect of Seleukos intervening speeded up Eumenes’ own
campaign, where Roman talks had failed to.) The peace which ended the war was made some
time fairly early in 179, so it was likely that Eumenes will have known of Seleukos’ preparations



and intentions, and so finally decided to fight in order to pre-empt a Seleukid march and
intervention.From 180 onwards major changes were under way in several of the states when
ordered the Seleukid kingdom. In that year Ptolemy V was murdered in a court conspiracy by a
group of courtiers. He had been pressed yet again to launch a Syrian war. He gave what was
probably his usual non-committal answer, that he was thinking about the matter, but was then
asked where he would find the resources for such a war; he pointed to the wealthy men at the
court and described them as his moneybags.11 The prospect of being taxed to pay for a new
war was sufficient to frighten some of them into killing the king. He is said to have been
poisoned, but that is a type of death which was all too easily confused with other and natural
causes, so the accusation of murder must be held to be not proved.The king’s death
nonetheless did delay any attempt at the recovery of Syria. At the same time, the murder of the
king, supposing it is accurately reported, would suggest he was seriously considering the
prospect of a new Syrian war. Ptolemy’s widow, Kleopatra Syra (Seleukos’ sister) became regent
for her children; she was unlikely to attack Syria, not because of her relationship with Seleukos,
but because a regency was always an unsteady political base for foreign action; she needed her
full attention on matters in Egypt, and the (probable) murder of her husband only demonstrated
that necessity.The next year, 179, Philip V of Macedon died. His court had been upset recently
by the execution of Demetrios, his son, but in the event, he was succeeded smoothly enough by
another son, Perseus. Almost at once Seleukos’ daughter Laodike was betrothed to the new
king, an arrangement which was so rapidly concluded that it may well have been in train already
before Philip died. As already noted, such dynastic marriages are no real indication of political
alignments in the long run, but at the time they were agreed and carried out it may be assumed
that the two kings were at least politically in agreement.This connection was not in the least
surprising. The two royal houses had frequently intermarried in the past and in the 180s and
170s they were both at enmity with Eumenes (and in a more muffled way, with Rome). In fact,
Eumenes was surrounded by enemies – Bithynia, Pontos, Kappadokia, Seleukos, Rhodes,
Achaia, Macedon. No wonder he appealed to Rome for help whenever he was threatened. The
Romans provided no military help, but the constant despatch of senatorial delegations made it
clear to all that Eumenes was their man. So the Seleukid-Antigonid alignment was less than an
alliance, but more than a mere distant friendship. The marriage was celebrated by a naval
procession, in which ships of Rhodes carried the bridal party from Syria to Macedon, with great
publicity.12 The ring around Eumenes was further strengthened when Perseus’ sister was
married to Prusias II, who had succeeded his father as king in Bithynia about 182.13In none of
this – Egypt’s ambitions or Seleukos’ diplomacy – was any heed being paid to Roman views.
This is not to say that Rome was not interested in what was going on. Apart from the various
embassies sent to Asia Minor in vain attempts to sort out the war there (but nonetheless
showing Roman support for Eumenes), a major embassy led by T. Quinctius Flamininus went to
the area in 183; he was probably accompanied by two other senators, though their names are
not provided. He had been part of an embassy to Achaia a little earlier, accompanied by Q.



Caecilius Metellus and Ap. Claudius Pulcher,14 and it would be most economical to assume that
it was these men who went on to see Prusias with him. They, or he, also went on to visit
Seleukos, or so it is said.15 There is, however, no indication of what he or they did on this
embassy, which suggests that they did nothing worth noting (other than encouraging the suicide
of Hannibal); indeed it is not even certain that Flamininus reached Seleukos.The one item in
which Rome and Seleukos were mutually involved during his reign was the exchange of
Seleukos’ brother Antiochos for his son Demetrios as ‘hostage’ at Rome. ‘Hostage’ is probably
the wrong word, since there is no indication that any threat whatever was made against either
while at Rome, or that their presence at Rome had any effect on Seleukos or his policies.
Antiochos had been sent to the city in 189 as part of the guarantee for the peace settlement and
had stayed on there, clearly from his later life and preferences, quite happily. Rome at some
point demanded or requested that he be changed for Demetrios – or it may be that Seleukos
decided to swap the two.16 In theory Demetrios was the more valuable of the two as a hostage,
since he was the son of the reigning king, but it seems that the original choice of Antiochos had
been Rome’s at a time when he was the heir presumptive after Seleukos, and before Antiochos
III’s death. In the event, the change proved to be immaterial, since events took a different course
than expected.It was, of course, possible for Seleukos to refuse the Roman demand, but there
was no point in such an antagonistic gesture; also it would be useful for a future king to have
experience of Rome and to make friendly contacts with important Romans. Seleukos had
another son available to succeed him if Demetrios was detained or died. Seleukos did not know,
of course, that he would be himself dead in a couple of years. It is worth emphasizing that
neither Seleukos nor his successor seems to have been constrained in any way in their policies
or actions by the absence of either hostage in Roman hands.Demetrios’ name has occasioned
speculation that he was named to emphasize Seleukos’ connection with Macedon, where, it is
suggested, the name was known in the royal family, and so the transfer of the name was a
diplomatic gesture.17 The point about the Macedonian royal name is quite correct, but it is
beyond belief that Seleukos was conducting a sort of megaphone diplomacy by naming his son
in such a way. In fact, the names Antiochos and Seleukos were not the only ones in use in the
Seleukid family; the eldest son of Seleukos II had been named Alexander, though he took the
throne name Seleukos on his succession; a son of Antiochos III was named Mithradates for his
Pontic grandfather; later Philip became a royal name in the family. The name Demetrios was also
used in the Seleukid family, as the father of Stratonike, the wife of Seleukos I and Antiochos I,
and as the husband of Stratonike the sister of Seleukos II. The choice of Demetrios as a royal
name is not to be endowed with any diplomatic significance. It may have been intended that, like
Alexander/Seleukos III, he would take up one of the traditional throne names when he
succeeded.The changes in the royal families of the western states further reduced the
possibilities of a serious attack being made on the Seleukid state. Macedon was both friendly
and distant; Rome was clearly not interested in events east of Pergamon; Egypt after 180 was in
the hands of Queen Kleopatra as regent for her three infant children, and she was unlikely, after



the apparent death of the king at the hands of those who did not wish to launch a new Syrian
war, to initiate such a war. In the east, also, Demetrios I of Baktria was now dead, and it seems
that one of his legacies was a divided monarchy; it seems that several kings now ruled
simultaneously at this time and that Baktria was politically divided. In Parthia Phriapatios still
ruled, perhaps until about 170, but as the third generation from the inception of the Arsakid
dynasty in 247, he was probably now old; certainly he did not begin any hostilities that we know
of.In 176, however, Kleopatra Syra died. She left three children, two Ptolemies and a Kleopatra.
The eldest boy had been technically king since his father died, but he was still too young to rule.
The condition of the court meant that none of the more prominent members of the aristocracy
was prepared to be regent in Kleopatra’s place – or it may be that none of them would allow one
of their fellows to rise so far. However it was, two obscure bureaucrats were put in place,
Lenaios, a former slave from Syria, and Eulaios, a eunuch who had been Ptolemy VI’s nurse. It
was Eulaios who was the senior of the two; he even had coins minted in his name. The authority
which these two wielded was clearly very limited, though they attempted to strengthen it by
proclaiming Ptolemy VI a god and marrying him to his sister within a year. They also adopted the
policy rejected by Kleopatra Syra of aiming to recover Syria.18The occupation of king or king’s
heir had thus been revealed in the years after 180 as one which was particularly hazardous. Not
that this would need to be emphasized to any Seleukid king. Of Seleukos IV’s six predecessors
on the throne, two had been murdered, one died in an accident while on campaign, and two had
died in battle; one heir had been executed. In 222–221 the dynasty had been reduced to a single
teenage male, who was faced by two energetic rebel usurpers. Only one Seleukid king had died
a ‘natural’ death. Seleukos IV stood a good chance of dying violently, and in fact he was about to
be enlisted among the murdered.Seleukos had married his sister Laodike, the former wife of
their elder brother Antiochos (the Young King), who had died in 193. Seleukos and Laodike had
three children, possibly more, of whom Demetrios was the eldest son, and was hostage in
Rome. There was another son, Antiochos, who was even younger than Demetrios, and, of
course, their sister Laodike, whose marriage in 178 suggests that she was the eldest of the
three. At court, Seleukos relied to a large degree on his chief minister Heliodoros of Antioch. He
was one of the overbearing type of minister, like Hermeias, whom Antiochos III had finally got rid
of only by murdering him. Heliodoros, contemplating a submissive queen and heirs to the throne
who were children, decided not to wait for his own Hermeias-type fate, and murdered the king
instead. According to the Babylonian chronicler, the murder took place late in 175.19Heliodoros’
action in killing the king is not explained in any source, except as a conspiracy; no doubt he
would need accomplices, but why he should have acted is not known. It does seem that
Heliodoros had been well rewarded by Seleukos, who had a statue to him put up at Delos – the
honour was usually the other way about; a possible accomplice is Artemidoros, a royal Friend
who put up another statue, also at Delos. Heliodoros had certainly been in his high position for
several years, since he made a rich presentation to Apollo at Delos in 178.20It is normally
assumed that Heliodoros aimed at the throne for himself, but if so, he did not succeed, nor did



he make any overt move to take it. It would not be unknown for this ambition to stir in a high
Seleukid official – Hermeias may have felt it, his contemporary Molon certainly did, and
Antiochos III’s cousin Akhaios achieved it in Asia Minor. But Heliodoros either did not wish to go
so far, or he intended to move slowly. His involvement in the king’s death may not have been
widely known at first, so it would be better for him to stay in the background, covered by Laodike
as regent, for some time – in the end he did not get that time. Coin evidence implies that Laodike
was made regent for her second son Antiochos, who was only four or five years old. A gold
octodrachm from the Antioch mint shows them both, implying that she was protecting her son.21
It may be assumed that Heliodoros therefore continued as the minister in charge of the
government; he may have intended to eliminate queen and king later; we do not know.There is
an alternative explanation, however. The sources for the theory that Heliodoros was the
murderer of the king are the usual later historians – Polybios, Diodoros, and Appian. The
Babylonian chronicler does not assign a cause, which is said by the westerners to be poison.
But poison was a cause of death easily confused with a natural cause: indigestion, a heart
attack and so on, even malaria. If Heliodoros was innocent of this particular crime, then the
stories of his being the murderer come from later official Seleukid sources – that is, from
Seleukos’ brother and successor Antiochos IV. He killed Heliodoros, and so he could control the
information which was put out about the death. We know he was a ruthless man, as his later
conduct shows. The more the situation is considered, the more likely it seems that Antiochos
was the real villain, and it is quite possible that he was the origin of the story of the murder of his
brother.The royal succession in the Seleukid family had been, as noted above, by direct
succession from father to eldest surviving son for a century when Seleukos IV died. It had thus
hardened into a custom, but it was by no means set in stone. The actual process could take
place in one of two ways, either of which would be expected to be followed. Antiochos III had
made his eldest son Antiochos the Young King joint king when he went off to war in the east in
211; after the young king died, he made Seleukos joint king, once again before setting off to war
in the east. Alternatively, a son could be nominated as the next king by the current one as he was
dying. The first method was clearly preferable because it gave the heir time to become
experienced at governing and commanding; the danger was that the heir would become
impatient and aim to supplant his father by contriving his death.The process clearly broke down
when a king was unexpectedly murdered, or died suddenly. Seleukos IV had not nominated an
heir, perhaps because one of his sons was held in Rome, and he would not wish to increase his
hostage value. His sudden death prevented him from nominating a successor. In the event the
succession of his second son Antiochos was the correct dynastic move, even if it was contrived
by his (presumed) murderer, given that Demetrios was unavailable; proclaiming Antiochos as
king pre-empted any Roman intrigue. On the other hand, there was no precedent in the Seleukid
family for a regency for an infant king.There can be no doubt, though, that the rightful successor
of Seleukos IV was Demetrios, but he was in Rome, and so far as is known, there was no
attempt by Laodike or himself to get him to Syria – certainly we may assume that Heliodoros



would not want him back. But even if Demetrios did return, he would still need a regent, for he
was only about ten or eleven years old. The obvious person to be regent, apart from the mother
of the two boys, was their uncle, Antiochos, the third son of Antiochos III, whom Demetrios had
replaced as hostage at Rome. It has been suggested that the child Antiochos was the elder son
of Seleukos, because he had the dynastic name, but his portrait on the gold octodrachm
indicted a younger child than the ten or so years known for Demetrios.22 At the same time, the
lack of fuss about the passing over of Demetrios – he did not do anything about gaining the
throne until after his uncle Antiochos was dead – might also suggest that he was the younger; it
also suggests that the process of succession in the family was understood to be internal to that
family, and that no outsider had any voice in the matter.Antiochos had been in Rome until he
was exchanged for Demetrios, and by 175 he was living in Athens. He was clearly wealthy, and
was awarded honorary Athenian citizenship.23 He had probably been living in the city for some
time, perhaps two or three years. Athens was a very useful place from which to keep in touch
with events all around the Mediterranean, and in particular with Syria. There were numerous
Phoenician merchants who had come to settle in Athens, or at the Athenian island of Delos.24
And, of course, Seleukos had sent envoys to the city ten years before and he and Heliodoros
had honoured each other at Delos. It was a city which had become friendlier towards the
Seleukids since Antiochos III’s adventure in Greece in 191, when its internal affairs were
disturbed by his nearby presence, and it was a major diplomatic, cultural, and mercantile
centre.After Seleukos died Antiochos was the only adult male of the royal family left alive. If
anyone was entitled to be regent he was. There had been no need for such an office in the
dynasty’s past so far, since all royal successions had gone to adults, but there were precedents
in Macedon and Egypt. The Egyptian cases were not encouraging, for it had become the
practice for non-royal regents (such as Sosibios and Agathokles in the 220s) to kill off all other
members of the royal house on the accession of a minor, leaving the infant king as the only
possible king and themselves as the guardians – access to the king, and control of access,
being the crucial element. In Macedon, however, the usual procedure was for a regent to make
himself king, but then to vacate the position to his ward when the latter was old enough. The
most recent example was the childhood of Philip V between 229 and 221, when his cousin
Antigonos Doson took the royal title and then conveniently died when Philip was seventeen. This
procedure would suit Antiochos perfectly.The problem was for him to get to Syria and survive.
Heliodoros was surely alert to the possible arrival of either Demetrios or Antiochos and would
have no compunction about killing them – if he was the late king’s murderer, of course. If he went
to Syria Antiochos needed protection for himself until he gained political control. He acquired
support and protection from perhaps the least likely source, Eumenes of Pergamon. The deaths
of two of Eumenes’ enemies in the last four years, Philip V and Seleukos IV, had been helpful,
but Eumenes was still surrounded by enemies, symbolized by the marriages between the
Macedonian and Seleukid and Macedonian and Bithynian royal houses. He spotted an
opportunity in the presence of Antiochos in Athens in 175, and invited him to Pergamon. There



the two men, and Eumenes’ brothers Attalos, Philetairos, and Athenaios, concocted a scheme
to get Antiochos to Syria in safety and keep him alive for a time when he got there, by escorting
him across Asia Minor under the guard of a detachment of Attalid troops. He was taken as far as
the border – presumably one of the Taurus passes – and sent on his way into Syria with a
bodyguard, money, a diadem, and the royal insignia.25 Reasonably enough, the rest was up to
him.The dating of all this is provided by notes made by a Babylonian scribe who compiled a list
of kings a generation later. He reported that Seleukos IV died on the tenth day of the sixth month
in the year 137 of the Seleukid era, which translates to 3 September 175. By November
Antiochos was in charge in Antioch (only dated by the Babylonian eighth month, 23 October to
20 November). In the interval he had crossed into Asia Minor from Athens, concocted the plot
with the Attalids, marched to Syria, removed Heliodoros from power, and had him executed for
the murder of Seleukos, and made himself co-king with his nephew. He also married Laodike,
his brother’s widow (and his own sister), and adopted her son as his own.This information is
acquired from a small notice in Appian, from a decree of Athens congratulating Eumenes on his
help for Antiochos, described as a friend of Athens, and of whom there was already a statue in
the city, and from the Babylonian scribe’s notes. As such, some of the details seem to be wrong.
The Babylonian, writing afterwards and when all this was well in the past, made a few mistakes
regarding the relationships in the royal family, but it is reasonably clear what happened. He was
hampered by the repetition of the name Antiochos for the new king, for his nephew/stepson, and
for the son of the new marriage, but given the dating, the ‘son’ of Antiochos IV must be his
stepson, since Antiochos and Laodike were not married until after the former’s accession. None
of the other sources were any closer in date to the events, except perhaps the Athenian decree,
which does not go into any detail on events in Syria.What had happened was a major coup
d’etat, with large effects both internally within the Seleukid kingdom and internationally. Within
the royal family this was the first regency in a century and a half; it was not the first joint-kingship
in the dynasty by any means, but it was the first in which the subordinate king was not the son of
the senior man. The marriage of Antiochos and Laodike was fruitful in that at least one child was
born of it, a son called (almost inevitably) Antiochos; there were also perhaps other children,
though we do not know how many or of what sex. By this time it may be that Laodike was almost
past childbearing age. She had been married for the first time in about 195, probably at the age
of fifteen or sixteen; by 175, she was in her late thirties; she had been seriously ill in 181, to the
extent that a strong rumour that she had died had reached the compiler of the Babylonian
Astronomical Diaries; three years later he reported that ‘Seleukos, his wife and his sons’ were
presenting offerings at Babylon, so she had evidently recovered.26In terms of internal politics
the seizure of the throne by Antiochos IV probably seemed at first like the sort of regency which
Antiogonos Doson had held for Philip V, but once Antiochos had a son of his own – presumably
not before late 174 or 173 – his stepson’s life and title were clearly in danger, and when his own
son had survived long enough to be clear of childhood diseases, the stepson was killed,
apparently by one of Antiochos’ thugs, a man called Andronikos.27Whether Antiochos IV



appreciated it or not, this turned out to be a decisive breach with previous custom in the royal
family. There had been killings and rebellions and murders in the past. The eldest son of
Antiochos I was executed on his father’s instructions, presumably for exhibiting a too-obvious
ambition; the brother of Seleukos II made himself king in Asia Minor, thereby rebelling. But both
of these crises had been overcome and the line of direct succession had been preserved from
the death of Seleukos I to that of Antiochos III – in little under a century. Now that direct line had
been usurped.Two kings, Seleukos IV and his son Antiochos, had been murdered within three or
four years; the direct heir to the throne was now Demetrios, but he had been ignored, and was in
exile in Rome; Antiochos IV and his stepson were thus both usurpers. There were obviously
good reasons for Antiochos IV’s actions, but it is nevertheless a fact that once the custom of
direct inheritance had been broken, it could be broken again, and it was to be broken repeatedly
in the next century. And since the integrity of the royal family was the one element which held the
kingdom together, the usurpation of Antiochos IV and his subsequent actions began the process
of the disintegration of the kingdom.Chapter 2The Wars of Antiochos Epiphanes (170–164
BC)In 170 Antiochos IV arranged the death of his stepson, murdered by Andronikos.1 His own
son by Laodike was now old enough to be reasonably likely to survive, so his stepson was now
dispensable. His wife, if she still lived, was by this time at least 40-years-old. In fact, she is not
referred to again, and may well have been dead. She is not, for example, mentioned in any of the
notices in the Astronomical Diaries, though it has to be said that there are very few notices from
Antiochos’ reign which are relevant.The unusual way Antiochos had seized power will have
required him to take care in his internal policies to ensure that any opposition was blocked. The
methods he used are not directly known, but will have involved the usual armoury of expedients
of kings – bribery, promotion, execution, exile. The only source which gives any hint of his
methods is the biblical book of Daniel, written by one who opposed him. In the guise of a
prophecy, Antiochos is described as ‘contemptible’ and his methods as ‘fraud’ and ‘stealth’, and
‘scattering wealth among his opponents’, a series of accusations which are as vague as could
be imagined, but which sound quite like the normal policy for Hellenistic – and any other – rulers,
at least when the author’s prejudices against Antiochos are taken into account.2Whatever his
precise measures, it is clear that Antiochos succeeded in establishing his rule firmly where it
mattered; he governed, says one (late) source, with a firm hand, whatever that means.3 One of
the measures he will have taken fairly early in his reign was to move around the provincial
governors, either to eliminate any opponents or to disrupt any possible conspiracies which were
brewing; we know of only two of these moves: Timarchos of Miletos was made Governor of
Media (and so quasi-viceroy of the ‘Upper Satrapies’, and his brother Herakleides was treasurer
at Antioch.4 However, it is not known when these men were appointed. They were in office at the
end of his reign, which may mean that they had been relatively recently promoted; Herakleides
at least seems to have been an official under Seleukos IV, though Timarchos is not known of
earlier.It was external affairs which preoccupied Antiochos most, as they did most Hellenistic
kings. This meant his relations with the Attalid Eumenes and Ptolemy of Egypt, as his closest



neighbours, with Rome in the west, and with Parthia and Baktria in the distant east. We have no
evidence of his contacts in the east, as it happens; this will in the first instance be the
responsibility of the Governor of the Upper Satrapies – Timarchos, in other words, in this
reign.Antiochos’ experience of living at Rome had perhaps given him an exaggerated respect for
the Senate, but he was obviously aware that Rome’s relations with his brother had been
strained. A Roman delegation was sent to contact him, presumably in 174, soon after he
became king, but its composition is unknown. The members reported back with details of the
men in favour with the king, and presumably also with an assessment of the strength of his
position.5 They may also have suggested to him a way of achieving something Seleukos had not
bothered to acquire, a renewal of the treaty of peace and alliance of 188.In 173 Antiochos
accordingly sent Apollonios, one of his courtiers, to Rome with some at least of the unpaid part
of the indemnity which had been part of the Apamaean treaty agreement. Apollonios, who, like
Herakleides and Timarchos, came from Miletos, had been a friend of Seleukos IV, and was
Governor of Koile Syria and Phoenicia in 175–174 – that is, he governed the former Ptolemaic
part of Syria during the time Antiochos was seizing power in Antioch; he was clearly one of those
who joined him as soon as he arrived.6 He and Herakleides, amongst others, will have been
able to describe Seleukos’ Roman policy, and to provide an account of the sums already paid,
and of the outstanding balance.Antiochos, no doubt prompted by the Roman delegation, and in
consultation with his council, resolved to buy off Roman hostility. Apollonios took with him to
Rome a large sum of money, said to be the unpaid part of the indemnity. He then asked that the
defunct treaty of alliance, which had expired in 187 on the death of Antiochos III, be renewed –
Livy makes it clear that it was the alliance and friendship which was being renewed, not the
terms of the peace. As a sweetener a consignment of gold vases worth 500lb in weight was
presented to the Senate. The Senate, perhaps with some relief at this gesture of friendship from
Antiochos, accepted the gifts and agreed to renew the treaty of alliance. Apollonios was treated
with consideration, assigned a house to live in, and given a large cash gift.The renewal of the
treaty meant little in reality, but it will have reassured both the Senate and Antiochos that neither
was particularly hostile to the other. It will have been known in Rome that Antiochos had been
helped to the kingship by Eumenes and his brothers, who were already Roman allies. With a
crisis brewing in Greece and Macedon, where Antiochos’ nephew-in-law Perseus was now seen
by Rome as a major problem, the agreement with Antiochos meant that he was unlikely to
involve himself in the crisis. One of the results was a much more aggressive Roman policy
towards Perseus, and war within two years.How much Antiochos paid the Romans is not known.
Livy says it was the whole amount of the unpaid indemnity, but he gives no figures, where he has
rejoiced in such sums in other places. Antiochos’ father had paid no more than two instalments
before he died (188 and 187), which left at least 9,000 talents unpaid. It is highly unlikely that
Apollonios took so much with him – it is surely probable that such a sum arriving all at once at
Rome would have provoked a record in at least one of the historians. The Seleukid state’s
disposable tax income was probably about 3,000 talents annually; Seleukos IV may have been



parsimonious, not spending much on military campaigns, for example, but Antiochos is unlikely
to have emptied his state coffers merely to please Rome. And only a couple of years later he
was able to finance a major war.The only possible clue as to the amount paid over comes from II
Maccabees, which claims that 2,000 talents was owed to Rome by the king as late as 165, and
was paid out of the proceeds of the sale of Jewish captives into slavery, so it was claimed.7 But
Maccabees is not a reliable source for Seleukid or Roman affairs, and the whole story looks like
a concoction based on misunderstood items. The problem with Maccabees’ story is not the sum
of money mentioned, which is well within the likely range, but that other and more reliable
sources say that Apollonios’ embassy in 173 paid over the full outstanding sum – and so there
was none still owing in 165. It would have been helpful if any other ancient source had bothered
to quote actual figures, but it is quite possible that no one really knew, except perhaps the
treasurers in Antioch and Rome, how much had been paid and how much had not been paid.
Given the emerging Macedonian crisis the Senate and Antiochos had a joint interest in paying
something and in accepting that the debt had been liquidated. We can probably disregard the
Maccabean claim, since it is in a book full of distortions and inventions. Livy’s source was clear
that the Senate accepted in 173 that the money brought by Apollonios was enough to discharge
the debt.8 It is likely that Rome had never expected to be paid anything after Antiochos III’s
death. Rome’s coffers were thus now conveniently filled just before the city set about attacking
Macedon.At the same time, the ability of the Seleukid kingdom to pay over such large sums
shows that it was a rich state. The end of Antiochos III’s war with Rome had involved the
immediate payment of 2,500 talents to secure the armistice, and then a promise of 12,000
talents to be paid over ten years as the indemnity. The aim was evidently to drain Antiochos’
immediate war chest – the 2,500 talents – which would prevent him from restarting the war, and
then to maintain a drain on his treasury to render him weakened for the future. Apart from the
fact that Antiochos’ death after the delivery of the first two instalments soon stopped any further
payments, these fines Rome imposed on her defeated enemies were inevitably much less than
they could afford. Seleukos’ reign had seen the full restoration of Seleukid finances, and would
probably have done so even if the indemnity payments had continued. Antiochos’ contribution to
Rome’s war chest in 173 must have amounted to some thousands of talents – the 2,000 talents
of II Maccabees may well be near the mark, though as a source it is most unreliable. There is no
sign that Antiochos’ finances were strained afterwards.Friendship with Eumenes of Pergamon
carried with it automatically friendly contacts with the states to which Eumenes was also friendly.
Antiochos sent gifts to a variety of Greek cities, including Ilion, Kyzikos, Delos, and his former
home, Athens. One of his courtiers, Eudemos of Seleukeia-on-the-Kalykadnos, travelled about
making contacts with a number of places – Byzantion, Rhodes, Kalchedon, the Boiotian League
– and received honours from them in return. Like his brother, Antiochos maintained friendly
relations with the Achaian League, and with individual cities of that league. Besides Delos, the
other great Greek sanctuaries at Delphi and Olympia benefited from his generosity.9 All this was
perhaps less important diplomatically than it seems. It was by this time part of the necessary



diplomacy of the Hellenistic world to be generous to Greek cities; it did not imply much in the
way of power, since none of them, not even the Achaian League, was in itself powerful. It may be
that much of these contacts was Antiochos craving recognition in Greek public opinion, but this
had no real effect otherwise.The participation of Eumenes in Antiochos’ seizure of power was a
major diplomatic shift. The two kings were now allied and linked by treaty, and this provided
Antiochos with the renewal of another aspect of the policy of Antiochos III, giving the new king
strong diplomatic cover on his westward flank, making it possible for him to indulge in actions
elsewhere without fear of being attacked from Asia Minor. This had not been a condition
available to Seleukos IV. In addition, just in case none of these new diplomatic arrangements
lasted, the approaching Romano-Macedonian war would clearly preoccupy everyone around the
Aegean, as well as Rome, for several years. Antiochos was free of the hostility and potential
hostility by states to his west that had made Seleukos’ policy in the region so difficult.On the
other hand, Antiochos’ coup had stimulated a new hostility from Egypt. Antiochos’ new position,
and his guardianship of his stepson-nephew, may have raised fears in Egypt that he might try to
attain the same position with regard to his other nephews and niece, Ptolemy VI, Kleopatra, and
the younger Ptolemy. At some point between 174 and 172 Apollonios son of Menestheus, the
Governor of Koile Syria and the man who went as ambassador to Rome in that same period,
went to Alexandria to congratulate Ptolemy VI on some significant event – II Maccabees says it
was his formal enthronement – and there he mingled with and talked with the Ptolemaic
courtiers.10The choice of Apollonios as envoy to congratulate the enthroned king sent a mixed
message to the Alexandrian government. He was certainly high enough in Antiochos’ counsels
for his presence to be a high compliment to Ptolemy VI and his regents; he was also, or had
been, governor of the territory which the king’s regents were planning to recover, and whose
loss, as he found in his conversations, was still resented. So Apollonios’ embassy could be seen
as a compliment, or as an insult, or as a warning, even as a threat; it was no doubt intended as
all of these, and the regents could choose which of them to accept.While in Alexandria,
Apollonios heard enough to understand that it was the intention of the regents to make an
attempt to recover Koile Syria in the near future. Yet this was not, and could not be, the fixed
intention of the regency government in the sense of a plan awaiting implementation on a
particular date. It was also obvious to Apollonios that Eulaios and Lenaios were widely disliked
and despised among all sections of Alexandrian society – their servile origins would ensure this
– and it was by no means obvious that they would be able to carry the government with them into
a war. After all, the last time such a policy seemed to be likely, King Ptolemy V had been
murdered. Eulaios and Lenaios were surely living in fear of the same treatment.Antiochos at
some point made a tour of the old Ptolemaic province, no doubt as a way of impressing his
authority on the locals, and in particular on any who were minded to support the idea of a
Ptolemaic restoration. He visited Joppa and Jerusalem, and no doubt other places, and his army
was stationed for a time in Phoenicia.11 The region in contention consisted of a coastal plain in
which there was a string of Greek-type cities, including the capital of the area, Ptolemais-Ake.



Inland were the Judaean Hills, a rural area centred on the temple-town of Jerusalem. This was a
semi-autonomous area where the temple high priest exercised local jurisdiction. Beyond the
Jordan River and the Great Rift Valley was a region of high plateaux with a line of small cities
which had developed during the Ptolemaic rule. It would be surprising if there was no nostalgia
for Ptolemaic rule in this whole territory. In fact one prominent man, Hyrkanos, who was of a
family which had become rich as Ptolemaic tax-collectors, had built a palace and a rival temple
to that in Jerusalem in the Transjordanian lands, at Iraq al-Amir.Probably Antiochos was aware of
tensions within the Jewish community in Judaea. The high priest, Onias III, the current
representative of a line which stretched back to the sixth century, was ‘a zealot for the laws’,
which was a way of saying he was a religious conservative, but he was also in conflict with a
growing number of Jews who wished to adopt Greek ways and language. In 174 this group
petitioned Antiochos, probably during his tour of Palestine, to be allowed to form themselves into
a private organization called the ‘Antiochenes in Jerusalem’, which would live by Greek ways.
Antiochos agreed, and they built themselves a gymnasium, the characteristic Greek educational
institution; it was near the temple, and even some of the priests of the temple were
members.12Onias objected, and one of the measures Antiochos took to get the ‘Antiochenes’
established was to depose Onias and replace him with another high priest, Jesus, who preferred
to be called Jason – a Greek name. Onias went into exile, curiously enough choosing to go to
the sacred grove of Daphne near Antioch as his residence – a Greek sanctuary of Apollo. In
Jerusalem Jason’s policy was to attempt to hold a balance between the traditionalists and the
hellenizers, but he was outflanked by a more fervent group of the latter. They went to Antiochos
and persuaded him to replace Jason by one of their people, a man called Menelaos. Jason fled
into exile, like Onias, but only to stay with Hyrkanos, across the Jordan at his palace-temple at
Iraq el-Amir.13The ease with which the extreme hellenizers had persuaded Antiochos to appoint
Menelaos was a reflection of a standard and long-established Seleukid policy. From even before
the acquisition of Syria the kings had encouraged the foundation of Greek-type cities, either as
new foundations, or as made-over ‘native’ cities with Greek institutions of government. Their
kingdom was littered with cities sporting royal names – Antioch, Apamaea, and so on – so when
Antiochos was asked to encourage another hellenization project in Jerusalem he willingly
complied, probably without too much investigation of the circumstances, and no doubt in the
hope – or expectation – that this would solve any problems in Jerusalem and Judaea. The
replacement of high priests was also standard practice in other places, and perhaps he
considered it similar to the replacement of provincial governors. One of the royal prerogatives,
inherited from the pre-Alexander past, was the appointment of high priests at
Jerusalem.Chapter 2The Wars of Antiochos Epiphanes (170–164 BC)In 170 Antiochos IV
arranged the death of his stepson, murdered by Andronikos.1 His own son by Laodike was now
old enough to be reasonably likely to survive, so his stepson was now dispensable. His wife, if
she still lived, was by this time at least 40-years-old. In fact, she is not referred to again, and may
well have been dead. She is not, for example, mentioned in any of the notices in the



Astronomical Diaries, though it has to be said that there are very few notices from Antiochos’
reign which are relevant.The unusual way Antiochos had seized power will have required him to
take care in his internal policies to ensure that any opposition was blocked. The methods he
used are not directly known, but will have involved the usual armoury of expedients of kings –
bribery, promotion, execution, exile. The only source which gives any hint of his methods is the
biblical book of Daniel, written by one who opposed him. In the guise of a prophecy, Antiochos is
described as ‘contemptible’ and his methods as ‘fraud’ and ‘stealth’, and ‘scattering wealth
among his opponents’, a series of accusations which are as vague as could be imagined, but
which sound quite like the normal policy for Hellenistic – and any other – rulers, at least when the
author’s prejudices against Antiochos are taken into account.2Whatever his precise measures, it
is clear that Antiochos succeeded in establishing his rule firmly where it mattered; he governed,
says one (late) source, with a firm hand, whatever that means.3 One of the measures he will
have taken fairly early in his reign was to move around the provincial governors, either to
eliminate any opponents or to disrupt any possible conspiracies which were brewing; we know of
only two of these moves: Timarchos of Miletos was made Governor of Media (and so quasi-
viceroy of the ‘Upper Satrapies’, and his brother Herakleides was treasurer at Antioch.4
However, it is not known when these men were appointed. They were in office at the end of his
reign, which may mean that they had been relatively recently promoted; Herakleides at least
seems to have been an official under Seleukos IV, though Timarchos is not known of earlier.It
was external affairs which preoccupied Antiochos most, as they did most Hellenistic kings. This
meant his relations with the Attalid Eumenes and Ptolemy of Egypt, as his closest neighbours,
with Rome in the west, and with Parthia and Baktria in the distant east. We have no evidence of
his contacts in the east, as it happens; this will in the first instance be the responsibility of the
Governor of the Upper Satrapies – Timarchos, in other words, in this reign.Antiochos’
experience of living at Rome had perhaps given him an exaggerated respect for the Senate, but
he was obviously aware that Rome’s relations with his brother had been strained. A Roman
delegation was sent to contact him, presumably in 174, soon after he became king, but its
composition is unknown. The members reported back with details of the men in favour with the
king, and presumably also with an assessment of the strength of his position.5 They may also
have suggested to him a way of achieving something Seleukos had not bothered to acquire, a
renewal of the treaty of peace and alliance of 188.In 173 Antiochos accordingly sent Apollonios,
one of his courtiers, to Rome with some at least of the unpaid part of the indemnity which had
been part of the Apamaean treaty agreement. Apollonios, who, like Herakleides and Timarchos,
came from Miletos, had been a friend of Seleukos IV, and was Governor of Koile Syria and
Phoenicia in 175–174 – that is, he governed the former Ptolemaic part of Syria during the time
Antiochos was seizing power in Antioch; he was clearly one of those who joined him as soon as
he arrived.6 He and Herakleides, amongst others, will have been able to describe Seleukos’
Roman policy, and to provide an account of the sums already paid, and of the outstanding
balance.Antiochos, no doubt prompted by the Roman delegation, and in consultation with his



council, resolved to buy off Roman hostility. Apollonios took with him to Rome a large sum of
money, said to be the unpaid part of the indemnity. He then asked that the defunct treaty of
alliance, which had expired in 187 on the death of Antiochos III, be renewed – Livy makes it clear
that it was the alliance and friendship which was being renewed, not the terms of the peace. As a
sweetener a consignment of gold vases worth 500lb in weight was presented to the Senate. The
Senate, perhaps with some relief at this gesture of friendship from Antiochos, accepted the gifts
and agreed to renew the treaty of alliance. Apollonios was treated with consideration, assigned a
house to live in, and given a large cash gift.The renewal of the treaty meant little in reality, but it
will have reassured both the Senate and Antiochos that neither was particularly hostile to the
other. It will have been known in Rome that Antiochos had been helped to the kingship by
Eumenes and his brothers, who were already Roman allies. With a crisis brewing in Greece and
Macedon, where Antiochos’ nephew-in-law Perseus was now seen by Rome as a major
problem, the agreement with Antiochos meant that he was unlikely to involve himself in the
crisis. One of the results was a much more aggressive Roman policy towards Perseus, and war
within two years.How much Antiochos paid the Romans is not known. Livy says it was the whole
amount of the unpaid indemnity, but he gives no figures, where he has rejoiced in such sums in
other places. Antiochos’ father had paid no more than two instalments before he died (188 and
187), which left at least 9,000 talents unpaid. It is highly unlikely that Apollonios took so much
with him – it is surely probable that such a sum arriving all at once at Rome would have provoked
a record in at least one of the historians. The Seleukid state’s disposable tax income was
probably about 3,000 talents annually; Seleukos IV may have been parsimonious, not spending
much on military campaigns, for example, but Antiochos is unlikely to have emptied his state
coffers merely to please Rome. And only a couple of years later he was able to finance a major
war.The only possible clue as to the amount paid over comes from II Maccabees, which claims
that 2,000 talents was owed to Rome by the king as late as 165, and was paid out of the
proceeds of the sale of Jewish captives into slavery, so it was claimed.7 But Maccabees is not a
reliable source for Seleukid or Roman affairs, and the whole story looks like a concoction based
on misunderstood items. The problem with Maccabees’ story is not the sum of money
mentioned, which is well within the likely range, but that other and more reliable sources say that
Apollonios’ embassy in 173 paid over the full outstanding sum – and so there was none still
owing in 165. It would have been helpful if any other ancient source had bothered to quote actual
figures, but it is quite possible that no one really knew, except perhaps the treasurers in Antioch
and Rome, how much had been paid and how much had not been paid. Given the emerging
Macedonian crisis the Senate and Antiochos had a joint interest in paying something and in
accepting that the debt had been liquidated. We can probably disregard the Maccabean claim,
since it is in a book full of distortions and inventions. Livy’s source was clear that the Senate
accepted in 173 that the money brought by Apollonios was enough to discharge the debt.8 It is
likely that Rome had never expected to be paid anything after Antiochos III’s death. Rome’s
coffers were thus now conveniently filled just before the city set about attacking Macedon.At the



same time, the ability of the Seleukid kingdom to pay over such large sums shows that it was a
rich state. The end of Antiochos III’s war with Rome had involved the immediate payment of
2,500 talents to secure the armistice, and then a promise of 12,000 talents to be paid over ten
years as the indemnity. The aim was evidently to drain Antiochos’ immediate war chest – the
2,500 talents – which would prevent him from restarting the war, and then to maintain a drain on
his treasury to render him weakened for the future. Apart from the fact that Antiochos’ death after
the delivery of the first two instalments soon stopped any further payments, these fines Rome
imposed on her defeated enemies were inevitably much less than they could afford. Seleukos’
reign had seen the full restoration of Seleukid finances, and would probably have done so even
if the indemnity payments had continued. Antiochos’ contribution to Rome’s war chest in 173
must have amounted to some thousands of talents – the 2,000 talents of II Maccabees may well
be near the mark, though as a source it is most unreliable. There is no sign that Antiochos’
finances were strained afterwards.Friendship with Eumenes of Pergamon carried with it
automatically friendly contacts with the states to which Eumenes was also friendly. Antiochos
sent gifts to a variety of Greek cities, including Ilion, Kyzikos, Delos, and his former home,
Athens. One of his courtiers, Eudemos of Seleukeia-on-the-Kalykadnos, travelled about making
contacts with a number of places – Byzantion, Rhodes, Kalchedon, the Boiotian League – and
received honours from them in return. Like his brother, Antiochos maintained friendly relations
with the Achaian League, and with individual cities of that league. Besides Delos, the other great
Greek sanctuaries at Delphi and Olympia benefited from his generosity.9 All this was perhaps
less important diplomatically than it seems. It was by this time part of the necessary diplomacy
of the Hellenistic world to be generous to Greek cities; it did not imply much in the way of power,
since none of them, not even the Achaian League, was in itself powerful. It may be that much of
these contacts was Antiochos craving recognition in Greek public opinion, but this had no real
effect otherwise.The participation of Eumenes in Antiochos’ seizure of power was a major
diplomatic shift. The two kings were now allied and linked by treaty, and this provided Antiochos
with the renewal of another aspect of the policy of Antiochos III, giving the new king strong
diplomatic cover on his westward flank, making it possible for him to indulge in actions
elsewhere without fear of being attacked from Asia Minor. This had not been a condition
available to Seleukos IV. In addition, just in case none of these new diplomatic arrangements
lasted, the approaching Romano-Macedonian war would clearly preoccupy everyone around the
Aegean, as well as Rome, for several years. Antiochos was free of the hostility and potential
hostility by states to his west that had made Seleukos’ policy in the region so difficult.On the
other hand, Antiochos’ coup had stimulated a new hostility from Egypt. Antiochos’ new position,
and his guardianship of his stepson-nephew, may have raised fears in Egypt that he might try to
attain the same position with regard to his other nephews and niece, Ptolemy VI, Kleopatra, and
the younger Ptolemy. At some point between 174 and 172 Apollonios son of Menestheus, the
Governor of Koile Syria and the man who went as ambassador to Rome in that same period,
went to Alexandria to congratulate Ptolemy VI on some significant event – II Maccabees says it



was his formal enthronement – and there he mingled with and talked with the Ptolemaic
courtiers.10The choice of Apollonios as envoy to congratulate the enthroned king sent a mixed
message to the Alexandrian government. He was certainly high enough in Antiochos’ counsels
for his presence to be a high compliment to Ptolemy VI and his regents; he was also, or had
been, governor of the territory which the king’s regents were planning to recover, and whose
loss, as he found in his conversations, was still resented. So Apollonios’ embassy could be seen
as a compliment, or as an insult, or as a warning, even as a threat; it was no doubt intended as
all of these, and the regents could choose which of them to accept.While in Alexandria,
Apollonios heard enough to understand that it was the intention of the regents to make an
attempt to recover Koile Syria in the near future. Yet this was not, and could not be, the fixed
intention of the regency government in the sense of a plan awaiting implementation on a
particular date. It was also obvious to Apollonios that Eulaios and Lenaios were widely disliked
and despised among all sections of Alexandrian society – their servile origins would ensure this
– and it was by no means obvious that they would be able to carry the government with them into
a war. After all, the last time such a policy seemed to be likely, King Ptolemy V had been
murdered. Eulaios and Lenaios were surely living in fear of the same treatment.Antiochos at
some point made a tour of the old Ptolemaic province, no doubt as a way of impressing his
authority on the locals, and in particular on any who were minded to support the idea of a
Ptolemaic restoration. He visited Joppa and Jerusalem, and no doubt other places, and his army
was stationed for a time in Phoenicia.11 The region in contention consisted of a coastal plain in
which there was a string of Greek-type cities, including the capital of the area, Ptolemais-Ake.
Inland were the Judaean Hills, a rural area centred on the temple-town of Jerusalem. This was a
semi-autonomous area where the temple high priest exercised local jurisdiction. Beyond the
Jordan River and the Great Rift Valley was a region of high plateaux with a line of small cities
which had developed during the Ptolemaic rule. It would be surprising if there was no nostalgia
for Ptolemaic rule in this whole territory. In fact one prominent man, Hyrkanos, who was of a
family which had become rich as Ptolemaic tax-collectors, had built a palace and a rival temple
to that in Jerusalem in the Transjordanian lands, at Iraq al-Amir.Probably Antiochos was aware of
tensions within the Jewish community in Judaea. The high priest, Onias III, the current
representative of a line which stretched back to the sixth century, was ‘a zealot for the laws’,
which was a way of saying he was a religious conservative, but he was also in conflict with a
growing number of Jews who wished to adopt Greek ways and language. In 174 this group
petitioned Antiochos, probably during his tour of Palestine, to be allowed to form themselves into
a private organization called the ‘Antiochenes in Jerusalem’, which would live by Greek ways.
Antiochos agreed, and they built themselves a gymnasium, the characteristic Greek educational
institution; it was near the temple, and even some of the priests of the temple were
members.12Onias objected, and one of the measures Antiochos took to get the ‘Antiochenes’
established was to depose Onias and replace him with another high priest, Jesus, who preferred
to be called Jason – a Greek name. Onias went into exile, curiously enough choosing to go to



the sacred grove of Daphne near Antioch as his residence – a Greek sanctuary of Apollo. In
Jerusalem Jason’s policy was to attempt to hold a balance between the traditionalists and the
hellenizers, but he was outflanked by a more fervent group of the latter. They went to Antiochos
and persuaded him to replace Jason by one of their people, a man called Menelaos. Jason fled
into exile, like Onias, but only to stay with Hyrkanos, across the Jordan at his palace-temple at
Iraq el-Amir.13The ease with which the extreme hellenizers had persuaded Antiochos to appoint
Menelaos was a reflection of a standard and long-established Seleukid policy. From even before
the acquisition of Syria the kings had encouraged the foundation of Greek-type cities, either as
new foundations, or as made-over ‘native’ cities with Greek institutions of government. Their
kingdom was littered with cities sporting royal names – Antioch, Apamaea, and so on – so when
Antiochos was asked to encourage another hellenization project in Jerusalem he willingly
complied, probably without too much investigation of the circumstances, and no doubt in the
hope – or expectation – that this would solve any problems in Jerusalem and Judaea. The
replacement of high priests was also standard practice in other places, and perhaps he
considered it similar to the replacement of provincial governors. One of the royal prerogatives,
inherited from the pre-Alexander past, was the appointment of high priests at Jerusalem.
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John L. Leland, “The Seleucid Collapse: Finishing a Solid Series. This is the third volume in the
history of he Seleucid Empire, describing its collapse, due chiefly to repeated power struggles
within the Seleucid ruling family. These conflicts permitted many smaller regional states to
achieve de facto autonomy. One of the smaller states was Maccabean Judea, which this writer
usually describes as less successful than the Jewish sources (the Books of Maccabees and the
histories of Josephus) liked to claim.Seleucid divisions also gave opportunities to larger rivals:
to Tigranes of Armenia briefly and to the Parthian Empire with more lasting effect. There was
also some pressure from the growing Roman Empire, though the author discounts serious
Roman interest in the region until the last stage when Pompey took over what was left of the
Syrian heartland of the former Seleucid Empire. Right at the end, the author ignores the last few
Seleucid claimants, but aside from that, this gives a good overview of the disintegration of what
had been one of the great Hellenistic states. A specialist might note that this writer provides a
strongly personal interpretation of the sources, which are often meager for this period. Other
scholars might understand the sources differently.”

Metallurgist, “The third book in a trilogy. The book is the third in a series that covers the Seleucid
Empire. I mention this because the author assumes knowledge of the rise of the empire and its
most important leader Antichus III, and does not provide much information on these subjects,
assuming that the reader has read the two proceeding books in the series. I did not read these
books, as I was already familiar with this material; however, I feel that this book would have
benefited greatly from a short (10-20 pages) prologue to bring the reader up to speed. I
definitely do not recommend this book to someone who is not familiar with the rise of Seleucid
Empire and Antichus III. (Note - the author does not use the typical Latin based transliteration
from the Greek, using the letter k instead of c as is used in most other books, and os instead of
us, but I am using the spelling of Seleucid rather than Seleuckid and Antichus rather than the
author’s spelling Antichos as this conforms to the more common usage.)The book begins in 187
BC, with the reign of Seleucus IV, followed by Antichus IV (the Antichus of the bible). It contains
two maps and a chronology of the kings of the Seleucid Empire, starting with Antichus III. The
book is well written and is replete with details about numerous battles and dynastic wars that led
to the ultimate fall of the empire. The book paints a vivid picture of how and why the empire fell,
showing the influence of how these dynastic struggles, and struggles with Ptolemaic Egypt,
sapped the empire’s strength, allowing it to fall the Romans and the Parthians. I recommend it to
anyone with the aforementioned background knowledge on the rise of the empire and the
empire at its peak.”

Kaiser, “This book is part three of a three part series covering the history of the Seleukid Empire.
I felt the author had done a pretty good job of detailing the events that led to the rise and



eventual fall of this Greco-Persian Empire that existed for a couple centuries following the death
of Alexander the Great. I'm interested in classical Greek and Roman history and this book filled a
niche for further detailed information on one of the successor states after Alexander.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A great historical read!. I like how these books fills the gap between the
death of Alexander and the zenith of Rome. The Seleucids shapes the Romans and presaged
the Byzantines.”

John C. Davis, “Four Stars. Good read.”

Paul S Holmes, “Item received as described. read”

A. S. Hunt, “Difficult, rewarding reading.. I found this a very difficult book, for much of it; not
because of any lack of talent on Grainger's part, rather, the an inescapable tragedy to the fall of
the Seleukid Empire. It begins on much the upbeat note Antiochus the 3rd ends on; a relatively
successful military hegemony, imposed through bribery, treachery, intimidation and the ultimate
threat of "well, do you want to fight 16,000 pikemen and the heaviest cavalry this side of
Sarmatia? Thought not."Sadly, it really is Antiochus the 4th who sets the rot in, by beginning the
delightful precedent that murdering one's relatives is an acceptable route to power. The
remainder of the book is, really, a testament to the endurance of the Seleukid state, that is
survived for over a century of near-constant dynastic civil wars, as well as encroachment from
it's enemies in Egypt, Parthia and Armeia, before it was finally destroyed, not by Pompey, but
Tigranes of Armenia. It is more impressive that royal authority survived so long, given the
endless nature of the dynastic squabbling. To give an example, the first book in the series covers
the reigns of Selekous the 1st (Nikiphator), Antiochus the 1st (Soter), Selekous the 2nd,
Antiochus the 2nd and Selekous the 3rd (Kereanous). The second book covers the reign of
Antiochus the 3rd, in spectacular, deeply enjoyable detail, and which I will review shortly.This
book covers Antiochus the 4th, to the 12th. Plus Demetrious the 1st and 2nd, and a number of
Selekous' whom I forget. This century sees a great, great number of Seleukid kings come, and
pass, primarily in the internecine civil wars that increasingly plague the Empire. It is, likewise, a
remarkable testament to Seleukid capabilities, that it took so long for the upper Satrapsies and
Babylon to fall.Grainger's writing is lucid, clear and treats the reader like an adult; no attempt is
made to build a false narrative where none is there, individual sources are appraised critically,
and the author's reasoning is laid open to scrutiny. He makes careful use of the Maccabees,
draws on other sources where he can, and draws heavily on the numismatic record to record
shifts in political allegiance where no other data may be inferred.”

Ross, “History. The gripping story continues of a blood thirsty dynasty the Seleukids as they
slowly continue their decent and lose control of their middle eastern empire through the intrigue
and plotting of many individuals as they strive to seek power, conquest by the Parthians in the



east and Romans from the west leading to the gradual decay of their power base in Syria until
the final axe falls on the Hellenistic dynasty in the 1st century BC. The author really knows his
stuff and keeps you turning the pages until you reach the end of a bloody era.”

Martinus, “An Excellent History. This is the third and final volume on an excellent history of the
Seleucid Empire. Well written, well researched and extremely informative if occasionally difficult
to follow. Highly recommended.”

Niall, “Five Stars. Excellent”

The book by John D. Grainger has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 50 people have provided feedback.
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